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Abstract

Calculi with control operators have been studied as extensions of simple type theory. Real programming languages contain datatypes, so to really understand control operators, one should also include these in the calculus. As a first step in that direction, we introduce $\lambda\mu^T$, a combination of Parigot’s $\lambda\mu$-calculus and Gödel’s $T$, to extend a calculus with control operators with a datatype of natural numbers with a primitive recursor.

We consider the problem of confluence on raw terms, and that of strong normalization for the well-typed terms. Observing some problems with extending the proofs of Baba \textit{et al.} and Parigot’s original confluence proof, we provide new, and improved, proofs of confluence (by complete developments) and strong normalization (by reducibility and a postponement argument) for our system.

We conclude with some remarks about extensions, choices, and prospects for an improved presentation.

1 Introduction

In pursuit, on the one hand, of a satisfactory equational theory of call-by-value $\lambda$-calculus, and on the other, of a means to interpret the computational content of classical proofs, a variety of calculi with control operators have been proposed. Few of these systems address the problem of how to incorporate primitive datatypes in direct style, preferring instead to consider the usual Church encoding of datatypes or else to analyze computation over datatypes via CPS-translations.

In part this appears to arise because of the technical difficulty in getting standard results such as confluence or strong normalization, and their proof methods, either for classical calculi, or for simply-typed calculi with datatypes, to extend to their combination.

This paper introduces a new $\lambda$-calculus with control, $\lambda\mu^T$, in which for example constructs for \texttt{catch} and \texttt{throw} may be represented, which moreover has
a basic datatype of natural numbers with a primitive recursor, in the style of Gödel’s $T$. We demonstrate that it is possible to achieve a synthesis of classical computation with datatypes with a conventional metatheory of typing and reduction. To show how the system can be used in programming, we give a simple example in 3.16 where we define a function that multiplies the first $n$ values of $f : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N}$ and throws an exception as soon as it encounters the value $0$.

1.1 Our approach

Since Lafont’s counterexample [GTL89], it is well known that a calculus providing a general content to classical logic cannot be confluent. It only may become confluent if one adds an evaluation strategy (call-by-name or call-by-value). To define a calculus with control operators and datatypes we have therefore observed a tension between the call-by-name features taken directly from Parigot’s $\lambda\mu$-calculus, and the need to add certain call-by-value features to obtain a system that is confluent and satisfies a normal form theorem (each closed term of type $\mathbb{N}$ is convertible to a numeral). The $\lambda\mu^T$-calculus is therefore a call-by-name system with strict evaluation on datatypes. To avoid losing a normal form theorem, we could not make it a full call-by-name system, and to avoid losing confluence we had to restrict the primitive recursor to only allow conversion when the numerical argument is a numeral.

Given these technical considerations, we were able to prove that $\lambda\mu^T$ satisfies subject reduction, has a normal form theorem, is confluent and strongly normalizing. The last two proofs are non-trivial because various niceties are required to make the standard proof methods work.

Our confluence proof uses the notion of parallel reduction and defines a complete development for each term. Surprisingly, it was difficult to find a confluence proof for the original untyped $\lambda\mu$-calculus. Baba, Hirokawa and Fujita [BHF01] have given a confluence proof for $\lambda\mu$ without the $\rightarrow_{\mu\eta}$-rule ($\mu\alpha.\alpha\! t \to t$ provided that $\alpha \notin FCV(t)$). Although they suggest how to extend parallel reduction for the $\rightarrow_{\mu\eta}$-rule, they do not provide a formal definition of the complete development nor a proof. Nakazawa [Nak03] has successfully carried out their suggestion for a call-by-value variant of $\lambda\mu$, but does not use the notion of complete development. Walter Py’s PhD thesis [Py98] was the only place where we have found a complete proof of confluence for $\lambda\mu$. It uses Aczel’s generalization of parallel reduction [Acz78] and a number of postponement arguments. In the present paper we extend the methodology of [BHF01] to the case of $\lambda\mu^T$, which also includes the $\rightarrow_{\mu\eta}$-rule.

Our strong normalization proof proceeds by defining relations $\rightarrow_A$ and $\rightarrow_B$ such that $\rightarrow = \rightarrow_{AB} := \rightarrow_A \cup \rightarrow_B$. First we prove that $\rightarrow_A$ is strongly normalizing by the reducibility method. Secondly, we prove that $\rightarrow_B$ is strongly normalizing and that both reductions commute in a way that we can obtain strong normalization for $\rightarrow_{AB}$. The first phase is inspired by Parigot’s proof of strong normalization for the $\lambda\mu$-calculus [Par97].
1.2 Related work

The extension of simply typed lambda calculus with control operators and the observation that these operators can be typed using the rules of classical logic is originally due to Griffin [Gri90] and has led to a lot of research [Par92, Par93, dG94, RS94, BS95, Coq96, BB96, AH03, vBLL05], by considering variations on the control operators, the underlying calculus or the computation rules, or by studying concrete examples of the computational content of proofs in classical logic. The $\lambda\mu$-calculus of Parigot [Par92] has become a central starting point for much research in this area.

The extension with datatypes, to make the calculus into a real programming language with control operators, has not received so much attention. We briefly summarize the research done in this direction and compare it with our work.

Murthy has defined a system with control operators, arithmetic, products and sums in his PhD thesis [Mur90]. His system uses the control operators $C$ and $A$ (originally due to [Gri90]) and the semantics of these operators is specified by evaluation contexts rather than local reduction rules, as we do. So his system does not really describe a calculus for datatypes and control. Furthermore, Murthy mainly considers CPS-translations to give an operational semantics of his system and did not prove properties like confluence or strong normalization.

Crolard and Polonowski have considered a version of Gödel’s $T$ with products and call/cc [CP11]. As with Murthy, the semantics is presented by CPS-translations instead of a direct specification via a calculus. Therefore properties like confluence and strong normalization are trivial because they hold for the target system already.

Barthe and Uustalu have worked on CPS-translations for inductive and coinductive types [BU02]. Their work includes a system with a primitive for iteration over the natural numbers and the control operator $\Delta$. Unfortunately only some properties of CPS-translations are proven.

Rehof and Sørensen have described an extension of the $\lambda\Delta$-calculus with basic constants and functions [RS94]. Unfortunately their extension is quite limited. For example the primitive recursor $\text{nrec}$ takes terms, rather than basic constants, as its arguments. Their extension does not allow this, making it impossible to define $\text{nrec}$.

Parigot has described a second-order variant of his $\lambda\mu$-calculus [Par92]. This system is very powerful, because it includes all the well-known second-order representable datatypes. However, it suffers from the same weakness as System $F$, namely poor computational efficiency (for example, an $O(n)$-predecessor function). Also, as observed in [Par92, Par93], this system does not ensure unique representation of datatypes. For example, there is no one-to-one correspondence between natural numbers and closed normal forms of the type of Church numerals.

There have been various investigations into concrete examples of computational content of classical proofs. Coquand gives an overview in his notes [Coq96]. An earlier example is [BS95], where a binpacking problem is analyzed using proof transformations. More recent work is by Makarov [Mak06], who takes Griffin’s
calculus and adds various rules to optimize the extracted program.

If we look in particular at Gödel’s $\lambda T$, Berger, Buchholz and Schwichtenberg have described a form of program extraction from classical proofs [BBS00]. Their method extracts a term from a classical proof in which all computationally irrelevant parts are removed. To prove the correctness of their approach they give a realizability interpretation. However, since their target language is Gödel’s $\lambda T$, extracted programs do not contain control mechanisms.

Caldwell, Gent and Underwood have considered program extraction from classical proofs in the proof assistant NuPrl [CGU00]. In their work they extend NuPrl with a proof rule for Peirce’s law and they associate call/cc to the extraction of Peirce’s law. Now, program extraction indeed results in a program with control. The main focus of their work is on using program extraction to obtain efficient search algorithms. The authors do not prove any meta theoretical results so it is unclear whether their approach is correct for arbitrary classical proofs.

1.3 Outline

The paper is organized as follows:

- Section 2 recapitulates Gödel’s $\lambda T$, fixing notation and conventions, together with the key normal form property.

- Section 3 introduces $\lambda \mu T$, our Gödel’s $\lambda T$ variant of Parigot’s $\lambda \mu$-calculus extended with a datatype of natural numbers with primitive recursor $\text{nrec}$. We define the basic reduction rules, whose compatible closure defines computation in $\lambda \mu T$. We show how to represent rules for a statically bound catch and throw mechanism. We prove subject reduction, and the extended analogue of the normal form property.

- In Section 4 we develop the corresponding CPS-translation for $\lambda \mu T$, and show it preserves typing and conversion.

- Section 5 contains one of our two principal technical contributions: a direct proof of confluence on the raw terms of $\lambda \mu T$, based on a novel analysis of complete developments.

- In Section 6 our second technical contribution is to prove SN for our calculus, using the reducibility method and a postponement argument.

- We close with some conclusions and indications for further work, both in extending our system with a richer type system, and in investigating a fully-fledged call-by-value version.

2 Gödel’s $\lambda T$

Gödel’s $\lambda T$ (henceforth $\lambda^T$) was introduced by Gödel to prove the consistency of Peano Arithmetic [SU06]. It arises from $\lambda \rightarrow$ by addition of a base type for
natural numbers and a construct for primitive recursion.

**Definition 2.1.** The types of $\lambda^T$ are built from a basic type (the natural numbers) and a function type ($\to$) as follows.

$$\rho, \sigma, \tau ::= \mathbb{N} \mid \sigma \to \tau$$

**Definition 2.2.** The terms of the $\lambda^T$ are inductively defined over an infinite set of $\lambda$-variables ($x, y, \ldots$) as follows.

$$t, r, s ::= x \mid \lambda x: \rho. r \mid ts \mid 0 \mid S t \mid nrec_{\rho} r s t$$

Here, $\rho$ ranges over $\lambda^T$-types.

As one would imagine, the terms $0$, $S$ and $nrec$ denote zero, the successor function and primitive recursion over the natural numbers, respectively. We let $FV(t)$ denote the set of free variables of $t$ and we define the operation of capture avoiding substitution $t[x := r]$ of $r$ for $x$ in $t$ in the usual way.

**Convention 2.3.** Although a $\lambda$-abstraction and $nrec$ construct are annotated by a type, we omit these type annotations when they are obvious or not relevant. Furthermore, we use the Barendregt convention. That is, given an expression, we may assume that bound variables are distinct from free variables and that all bound variables are distinct.

**Definition 2.4.** The derivation rules for $\lambda^T$ are as shown in Figure 1.

$$\frac{x : \rho \in \Gamma}{\Gamma \vdash x : \rho} \quad (\text{a) var})$$
$$\frac{\Gamma, x : \sigma \vdash t : \tau}{\Gamma \vdash \lambda x : \sigma. t : \sigma \to \tau} \quad (\text{b) lambda})$$
$$\frac{\Gamma \vdash t : \sigma \to \tau \quad \Gamma \vdash s : \sigma}{\Gamma \vdash ts : \tau} \quad (\text{c) app})$$
$$\frac{\Gamma \vdash 0 : \mathbb{N}}{\Gamma \vdash \text{St} : \mathbb{N}} \quad (\text{d) zero})$$
$$\frac{\Gamma \vdash r : \rho}{\Gamma \vdash \text{suc} \ r : \mathbb{N}} \quad (\text{e) suc})$$
$$\frac{\Gamma \vdash s : \mathbb{N} \to \rho \to \rho \quad \Gamma \vdash t : \mathbb{N}}{\Gamma \vdash nrec_{\rho} r s t : \rho} \quad (\text{f) nrec})$$

Figure 1: The rules for typing judgments in $\lambda^T$.

**Definition 2.5.** Reduction $t \rightarrow t'$ is defined as the compatible closure of the following rules.

$$(\lambda x.t) r \rightarrow t[x := r] \quad (\beta)$$
$$nrec \ r \ s \ 0 \rightarrow r \quad (0)$$
$$nrec \ r \ s \ (\text{St}) \rightarrow s \ t \ (nrec \ r \ s \ t) \quad (S)$$

As usual, $\rightarrow$ denotes the reflexive/transitive closure and $=$ denotes the reflexive/symmetric/transitive closure.
Although we do not specify a deterministic reduction strategy it is obviously possible to create a call-by-name and call-by-value version of $\lambda^T$. Yet it is interesting to remark that in a call-by-value version of $\lambda^T$ calculating the predecessor takes at least linear time while in a call-by-name version the predecessor can be calculated in constant time [CF98].

Fortunately, despite the additional features of $\lambda^T$, the important properties of $\lambda \rightarrow$, subject reduction, confluence and strong normalization, are preserved [Ste72, GTL89].

Because it is convenient to be able to talk about a term representing an actual natural number we introduce the following notation.

**Notation 2.6.** $\mathbb{u} := \mathbb{S}^n 0$

**Definition 2.7.** Values are inductively defined as follows.

$$v, w ::= 0 \mid \mathbb{S}v \mid \lambda x.r$$

**Theorem 2.8.** Given a term $t$ that is in normal form and such that $\vdash t : \rho$:

1. If $\rho = \mathbb{N}$, then $t \equiv \mathbb{u}$ for some $n \in \mathbb{N}$.
2. If $\rho = \sigma \rightarrow \tau$, then $t \equiv \lambda x.r$ for a variable $x$ and term $r$.

As the following indicates, the system $\lambda^T$ has quite some expressive power.

**Definition 2.9.** A function $f : \mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ is representable in $\lambda^T$ if there is a term $t$ with $\vdash t : \mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ such that:

$$t m_1 \ldots m_n = f(m_1, \ldots, m_n)$$

**Theorem 2.10.** The functions representable in $\lambda^T$ are exactly the functions that are provably recursive in first-order arithmetic\(^1\).

*Proof.* This is proven in [SU06].

---

### 3 The $\lambda\mu^T$-calculus

In this section we present our Gödel’s $T$ extension of Parigot’s $\lambda\mu$-calculus (henceforth $\lambda\mu^T$).

**Definition 3.1.** The terms and commands of $\lambda\mu^T$ are mutually inductively defined over an infinite set of $\lambda$-variables ($x, y, \ldots$) and $\mu$-variables ($\alpha, \beta, \ldots$) as follows.

$$t, r, s ::= x \mid \lambda x : \rho. r \mid ts \mid \mu \alpha : \rho. c \mid 0 \mid \text{St} \mid n\text{rec}_\rho r s t$$

$$c, d ::= [\alpha]t$$

Here, $\rho$ ranges over $\lambda^T$-types (Definition 2.7). We give $[\alpha]t$ lower precedence than $sr$, allowing us to write $[\alpha]sr$ instead of $[\alpha](sr)$.

\(^1\)Here we are allowed to say either Peano Arithmetic (PA) or Heyting Arithmetic (HA), because a function is provably recursive in PA if it is provably recursive in HA [SU06].
As usual, we let $FV(t)$ and $FCV(t)$ denote the set of free $\lambda$-variables and $\mu$-variables of $t$, respectively. Moreover, we define substitution $t[x := r]$ of $r$ for $x$ in $t$, which is capture avoiding for both $\lambda$- and $\mu$-variables, in the obvious way. Similar to Convention 2.3, we will often omit type annotations for $\mu$-binders.

**Notation 3.2.** $\mu_c := \mu\gamma.c$ provided that $\gamma \notin FCV(c)$.

**Definition 3.3.** The typing rules for $\lambda\mu T$ are as shown in Figure 2.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash x : \rho \\
\hline
\text{(a) axiom} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \lambda x : \sigma.t : \sigma \to \tau \\
\text{(b) lambda} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \sigma \to \tau \\
\text{(c) app} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash 0 : N \\
\text{(d) zero} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash s : N \to \rho \to \rho \\
\text{(e) suc} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash nrec_{\rho} r s t : \rho \\
\text{(f) nrec} \\
\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash c : \| \\
\text{(g) activate} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \mu\alpha : \rho.c : \rho \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash [\alpha] t : \| \\
\text{(h) passivate} \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 2:** The rules for typing judgments in $\lambda\mu T$.

A typing judgment $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho$ is **derivable in $\lambda\mu T$** in case it is the conclusion of a derivation tree that uses the rules of Definition 3.3. We say “term $t$ has type $\rho$ in environment of $\lambda$-variables $\Gamma$ and environment of $\mu$-variables $\Delta$”.

Similarly, a typing judgment $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash c : \| \vdash$ is **derivable in $\lambda\mu T$** in case it is the conclusion of a derivation tree that uses the rules of Definition 3.3. We say “command $c$ is typable in environment of $\lambda$-variables $\Gamma$ and environment of $\mu$-variables $\Delta$”.

**Fact 3.4.** The typing judgment is closed under weakening of both environments. That is, if $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho$, $\Gamma \subseteq \Gamma'$ and $\Delta \subseteq \Delta'$, then $\Gamma'; \Delta' \vdash t : \rho$.

In order to define the reduction rules we first define the notions of contexts and structural substitution. Although the reduction rules merely require contexts of a restricted shape (those that are singular) we define contexts of a more general shape so we can reuse these definitions in our proof of confluence (Section 5) and strong normalization (Section 6).

**Definition 3.5.** A $\lambda\mu T$-context is defined as follows.

\[E ::= \Box | Et | SE | nrec r s E\]
A context is singular if it is the following shape.

\[ E^s := \square t \mid S \square \mid \text{nrec } r s \square \]

**Definition 3.6.** Given a context \( E \) and a term \( s \), substitution of \( s \) for the hole in \( E \), notation \( E[s] \), is defined as follows.

\[ \square[s] := s \]
\[ (Et)[s] := E[s]t \]
\[ (SE)[s] := SE[s] \]
\[ (\text{nrec } r s E)[s] := \text{nrec } r s E[s] \]

**Definition 3.7.** Given contexts \( E \) and \( F \), the context \( EF \) is defined by:

\[ \square F := F \]
\[ (Et)F := (EF)t \]
\[ (SE)F := S(EF) \]
\[ (\text{nrec } r s E)F := \text{nrec } r s (EF) \]

**Fact 3.8.** \( E[F[t]] \equiv EF[t] \)

Using contexts we can now define structural substitution. Structural substitution of a \( \mu \)-variable \( \beta \) and a context \( E \) for a \( \mu \)-variable \( \alpha \) in \( t \), notation \( t[\alpha := \beta E] \), recursively replaces each command \([\alpha]q \) in \( t \) by \([\beta]E[q']\) where \( q' \equiv q[\alpha := \beta E] \). Our notion of structural substitution is more general than Parigot’s original presentation [Par92]. He defines \( t[\beta := \alpha] \), which renames each \( \mu \)-variable \( \beta \) in \( t \) into \( \alpha \), and \( t[\alpha := s] \), which replaces each command \([\alpha]q \) in \( t \) by \([\alpha]q's \) where \( q' \equiv q[\alpha := s] \). Of course, his notions are just instances of our definition, namely, the former corresponds to \( t[\beta := \alpha \square] \) and the latter to \( t[\alpha := \alpha (\square s)] \). Parigot’s presentation suffices for the definition of the reduction rules, but our presentation allows us to prove properties like confluence (Section 5) and strong normalization (Section 6) in a more streamlined way.

**Definition 3.9.** Structural substitution \( t[\alpha := \beta E] \) of a \( \mu \)-variable \( \beta \) and a context \( E \) for a \( \mu \)-variable \( \alpha \) is defined as follows.

\[ x[\alpha := \beta E] := x \]
\[ (\lambda x.r)[\alpha := \beta E] := \lambda x.r[\alpha := \beta E] \]
\[ (ts)[\alpha := \beta E] := t[\alpha := \beta E][s[\alpha := \beta E]] \]
\[ 0[\alpha := \beta E] := 0 \]
\[ (S t)[\alpha := \beta E] := S(t[\alpha := \beta E]) \]
\[ (\text{nrec } r s t)[\alpha := \beta E] := \text{nrec } (r[\alpha := \beta E])(s[\alpha := \beta E])(t[\alpha := \beta E]) \]
\[ (\mu \gamma.c)[\alpha := \beta E] := \mu \gamma.c[\alpha := \beta E] \]
\[ ([\alpha]t)[\alpha := \beta E] := [\beta]E[t[\alpha := B E]] \]
\[ ([\gamma]t)[\alpha := \beta E] := [\gamma]t[\alpha := \beta E] \quad \text{provided that } \gamma \neq \alpha \]

Structural substitution is capture avoiding for both \( \lambda \)- and \( \mu \)-variables.
**Definition 3.10.** Reduction $t \rightarrow t'$ is defined as the compatible closure of the following rules.

$$(\lambda x.t) r \rightarrow t[x := r] \quad (\beta)$$

$$S(\mu \alpha.c) \rightarrow \mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha (S\square)] \quad (\mu S)$$

$$(\mu \alpha.c)s \rightarrow \mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha (\square s)] \quad (\mu R)$$

$$\mu \alpha.[\alpha] t \rightarrow t \quad \text{provided that } \alpha \notin FCV(t) \quad (\mu \eta)$$

$$[\alpha]\mu \beta.c \rightarrow c[\beta := \alpha \square] \quad (\mu i)$$

$nrec \ r \ s \ 0 \rightarrow r \quad (0)$

$nrec \ r \ s \ (S\square) \rightarrow s \mu \ (nrec \ r \ s \mu) \quad (S)$

$$nrec \ r \ s \ (\mu \alpha.c) \rightarrow \mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha (nrec \ r \ s \square)] \quad (\mu N)$$

As usual, $\rightarrow^+$ denotes the transitive closure, $\rightarrow$ denotes the reflexive/transitive closure and $\approx$ denotes the reflexive/symmetric/transitive closure of $\rightarrow$.

**Fact 3.11.** As in [FH92], the notion of a singular context allows us to replace the reduction rules $\rightarrow_{\mu S}, \rightarrow_{\mu R}$ and $\rightarrow_{\mu N}$ by the following single rule.

$$E[\mu \alpha.c] \rightarrow \mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha E\approx]$$

**Fact 3.12.** $E[\mu \alpha.c] \rightarrow \mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha E]$ 

From a computational point of view one should think of $\mu \alpha.[\beta]t$ as a combined operation that catches exceptions labeled $\alpha$ in $t$ and throws the results of $t$ to $\beta$. Following Crolard [Cro99], we define the operators catch and throw.

**Definition 3.13.** The terms $\text{catch}_\alpha t$ and $\text{throw}_\beta s$ are defined as follows.

$$\text{catch}_\alpha t := \mu \alpha.[\alpha]t$$

$$\text{throw}_\beta s := \mu_\cdot.[\beta]s$$

Similar to commands, we give $\text{catch}_\alpha t$ and $\text{throw}_\beta s$ lower precedence than $sr$, allowing us to write $\text{catch}_\alpha (sr)$ instead of $\text{catch}_\alpha s \text{ catch}_\alpha r$.

Crolard [Cro99] moreover defines a system with catch and throw as primitives and proves a correspondence with the $\lambda \mu$-calculus. We prove that the above simulation of catch and throw satisfies a generalization of Crolard’s rules.

**Lemma 3.14.** We have the following reductions for catch and throw.

1. $E[\text{catch}_\alpha t] \rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha E[t[\alpha := \alpha E]]$

2. $E[\text{throw}_\alpha t] \rightarrow \text{throw}_\alpha t$

3. $\text{catch}_\alpha \text{catch}_\beta t \rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha t[\beta := \alpha \square]$

4. $\text{throw}_\alpha \text{throw}_\beta t \rightarrow \text{throw}_\alpha t$

5. $\text{throw}_\alpha \text{catch}_\beta t \rightarrow \text{throw}_\alpha t[\beta := \alpha \square]$
6. \( \text{catch}_\alpha \text{throw}_\alpha t \rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha t \)

7. \( \text{catch}_\alpha t \rightarrow t \) provided that \( \alpha \notin \text{FCV}(t) \)

Proof. These reductions follow directly from the reduction rules of \( \lambda \mu^T \), except for (1) and (2) where we need Fact 3.12.

The catch and throw as defined above give rise to a system with statically bound exceptions. This is different from exceptions in for example Lisp, where they are dynamically bound. In a system with dynamically bound exceptions, substitution is not capture avoiding for exception names.

Example 3.15. Consider the following term:

\[
\text{catch}_\alpha S((\lambda f : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}. \text{catch}_\alpha f 0) (\lambda x : \mathbb{N}. \text{throw}_\alpha x)).
\]

Here, both occurrences of catch bind different occurrences \( \alpha \). So after two \( \beta \)-reduction steps we obtain \( \text{catch}_\alpha S(\text{catch}_\beta \text{throw}_\alpha 0) \) and hence its normal form is 0. In systems with dynamically bound exceptions this term would reduce to 0 because the throw would get caught by the innermost catch.

Example 3.16. We consider a simple \( \lambda \mu^T \)-program \( F \) that, given \( f : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \), computes the product of the first \( n \) values of \( f \), that is \( F_n = f_0 \times \ldots \times f_n \) for \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). The interest of this program is that it uses the exception mechanism to stop multiplying once a zero is encountered. First we define addition and multiplication in the usual way in \( \lambda \mu^T \).

\[
(+):= \lambda nm. \text{nrec} m (\lambda xy. S y) n
\]
\[
(*):= \lambda nm. \text{nrec} 0 (\lambda xy. m + y) n
\]

Now, given \( f : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \), we define the term \( F : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \), using a ‘helper function’ \( H \), which does a case analysis on the value of \( f y \), as follows.

\[
F := \lambda x. \text{catch}_\alpha \text{nrec} 1 H (S x)
\]
\[
H := \lambda y m. \text{nrec} (\text{throw}_\alpha 0) (\lambda z. m * S z) (f y)
\]

Let \( f : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) be some term that satisfies \( f 0 = 3 \), \( f 1 = 0 \) and \( f 2 = 5 \). We show a computation of \( F 2 \).

\[
F 2 \rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha \text{nrec} 1 H 3
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha H 2 (\text{nrec} 1 H 2)
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha \text{nrec} (\text{throw}_\alpha 0) (\lambda z. (\text{nrec} 1 H 2) * S z) (f 2)
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha (\text{nrec} 1 H 2) * 5
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha (H 1 (\text{nrec} 1 H 1)) * 5
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha (\text{nrec} (\text{throw}_\alpha 0) (\lambda z. (\text{nrec} 1 H 1) * S z) (f 1)) * 5
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha \text{throw}_\alpha 0 * 5
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha \text{nrec} 0 (\lambda xy. 5 + y) (\text{throw}_\alpha 0)
\]
\[
\rightarrow \text{catch}_\alpha \text{throw}_\alpha 0
\]
\[
\rightarrow 0
\]
In order to prove that $\lambda\mu^T$ satisfies subject reduction we have to prove that each reduction rule preserves typing. Because some of the reduction rules involve structural substitution it is convenient to prove an auxiliary result that structural substitution preserves typing. To express this property we introduce the notion of a contextual typing judgment, notation $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E : \sigma \Leftarrow \rho$, which expresses that $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho$ implies $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E[t] : \sigma$.

**Definition 3.17.** The derivation rules for the contextual typing judgment $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E : \sigma \Leftarrow \rho$ are as shown in Figure 3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \square : \rho & \Leftarrow \rho && (a) \text{ hole} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E : \sigma \rightarrow \tau \Leftarrow \rho & \quad \Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \sigma & \quad \Gamma; \Delta \vdash Et : \tau \Leftarrow \rho & \quad (b) \text{ app} \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash r : \sigma & \quad \Gamma; \Delta \vdash s : N \rightarrow \tau \rightarrow \sigma & \quad \Gamma; \Delta \vdash E : N \Leftarrow \rho & \quad \Gamma; \Delta \vdash \text{nrec } r s E : \sigma \Leftarrow \rho & \quad (c) \text{ suc} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 3:** The rules for contextual typing judgments in $\lambda\mu^T$.

**Fact 3.18.** Contextual typing judgments do indeed enjoy the intended behavior. That is, we have $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E[t] : \sigma \Leftarrow \rho$ iff there is a type $\rho$ such that $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E : \sigma \Leftarrow \rho$ and $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho$.

**Fact 3.19.** Typing is preserved under (structural) substitution.

1. If $\Gamma, x : \rho; \Delta \vdash t : \tau$ and $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash r : \rho$, then $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t[x := r] : \tau$.
2. If $\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash t : \tau$ and $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E : \sigma \Leftarrow \rho$, then $\Gamma; \Delta, \beta : \sigma \vdash t[\alpha := \beta E] : \tau$.

We have corresponding results for commands.

**Proof.** The first property is proven by mutual induction on the derivations of $\Gamma, x : \rho; \Delta \vdash t : \tau$ and $\Gamma, x : \rho; \Delta \vdash c : \bot$. All cases are straightforward. The second property is proven by induction on the derivations of $\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash t : \tau$ and $\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash c : \bot$. Most cases are straightforward, so we only treat the passive case. Let $\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash [\alpha]t : \bot$ with $\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash t : \rho$. By the induction hypothesis we have $\Gamma; \Delta, \beta : \sigma \vdash t[\alpha := \beta E] : \rho$. This leaves us to prove that $\Gamma; \Delta, \beta : \sigma \vdash ([\alpha]t)[\alpha := \beta E] : \bot$. Since $([\alpha]t)[\alpha := \beta E] \equiv [\beta]E[t[\alpha := \beta E]]$, the result follows from Fact 3.18 and the induction hypothesis.

**Theorem 3.20.** The $\lambda\mu^T$-calculus satisfies subject reduction.

**Proof.** We have to prove that all reduction rules preserve typing.

1. Proving that the result holds for the $\rightarrow_\beta$, $\rightarrow_\alpha$ and $\rightarrow_S$-rule is straightforward, so we omit that.
2. To prove that the result holds for the \( \rightarrow_{\mu R} \), \( \rightarrow_{\mu S} \) and \( \rightarrow_{\mu N} \)-rule it is sufficient to show that the result holds for \( E^s[\mu\alpha.c] \rightarrow \mu\beta.c[\alpha := \beta E^s] \) by Fact 2.11. Given \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash E^s[\mu\alpha.c] : \tau \) we use Fact 3.18 to obtain a type \( \sigma \) such that \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash \mu\alpha.c : \sigma \) and \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash E : \tau \iff \sigma \).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \sigma \vdash e : \perp \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \mu\alpha.e : \sigma \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash E^s[\mu\alpha.c] : \tau \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma; \Delta, \beta : \tau \vdash c[\alpha := \beta E^s] : \perp \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \mu\beta.c[\alpha := \beta E^s] : \tau \\
\end{array}
\]

Here we have \( \Gamma; \Delta, \beta : \tau \vdash c[\alpha := \beta E^s] : \perp \) by Fact 3.19.

3. For the \( \rightarrow_{\mu\eta} \)-rule we have the following.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash t : \rho \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash [\alpha]t : \perp \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \mu\alpha.[\alpha]t : \rho \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho \\
\end{array}
\]

Since \( \alpha \not\in \text{FV}(t) \), we have \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho \) by strengthening.

4. For the \( \rightarrow_{\mu_i} \)-rule we have the following.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho, \beta : \rho \vdash c : \perp \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash [\alpha]c : \perp \\
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash [\alpha]\mu\beta.c : \rho \\
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash c[\beta := \alpha] : \perp \\
\end{array}
\]

Here we have \( \Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash c[\beta := \alpha] : \perp \) by Fact 3.19 and the fact that \( \Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash [\alpha] : \perp \).

The \( \rightarrow_{S} \)-rule, in contrast to the corresponding rule of \( \lambda^{T} \) (Definition 2.3), only allows conversion when the numerical argument is a numeral. This restriction ensures that primitive recursion is not performed on terms that might reduce to a term of the shape \( \mu\alpha.c \). If we omit this restriction we lose confluence.

**Example 3.21.** We illustrate this by considering a variant of our system with the following rule instead.

\[
nrec \ r \ s \ (St) \rightarrow s \ t \ (nrec \ r \ s \ t) \quad (S')
\]

Now we can reduce the term \( t \equiv \mu\alpha.[\alpha]nrec \ 0 \ (\lambda xh.2) \ (S\mu_{-}[\alpha]4) \) to two distinct normal forms:

\[
t \equiv \mu\alpha.[\alpha]nrec \ 0 \ (\lambda xh.2) \ (S\mu_{-}[\alpha]4) \\
\rightarrow \mu\alpha.[\alpha]nrec \ 0 \ (\lambda xh.2) \ (\mu_{-}[\alpha]4) \quad (\mu S) \\
\rightarrow \mu\alpha.[\alpha]\mu_{-}[\alpha]4 \quad (\mu R) \\
\rightarrow \mu\alpha.[\alpha]4 \quad (\mu i) \\
\rightarrow 4 \quad (\mu_{\eta})
\]
and:

\[
\begin{align*}
t &\equiv \mu\alpha.[[\alpha]nrec \, 0 \, (\lambda x h. 2) \, (S\mu\alpha.[[\alpha]4])] \\
&\rightarrow \mu\alpha.[[\alpha]0 \, (\lambda x h. 2) \, (nrec \, 0 \, (\lambda x h. 2) \, (\mu\alpha.[[\alpha]4]))] \\
&\rightarrow \mu\alpha.[[\alpha]2] \\
&\rightarrow 2
\end{align*}
\]

Alternatively, in order to obtain a confluent system, it is possible to remove the \(\rightarrow_S\)-rule while retaining the unrestricted \(\rightarrow_{\mu S}\)-rule. However, then we can construct closed terms \(t : \mathbb{N}\) that are in normal form but are not a numeral. An example of such a term is \(\mu\alpha.[[\alpha]S\mu\beta.\alpha0]\).

**Lemma 3.22.** Given a value \(v\) such that \(; \Delta \vdash v : \rho\), we have:

1. If \(\rho = \mathbb{N}\), then \(v \equiv n\).
2. If \(\rho = \sigma \rightarrow \tau\), then \(t \equiv \lambda x. r\) for some variable \(x\) and term \(r\).

**Proof.** This result is proven by induction on the structure of values. \(\square\)

**Lemma 3.23.** Given a term \(t\) that is in normal and such that \(; \Delta \vdash t : \rho\), then \(t\) is a value or \(t \equiv \mu\alpha.[[\beta]v]\) for some value \(v\).

**Proof.** By induction on the derivation \(; \Delta \vdash t : \rho\).

(var) Let \(; \Delta \vdash x : \rho\) with \(x : \rho \in \emptyset\). Now we obtain a contradiction since \(x : \rho \notin \emptyset\).

(\lambda) Let \(; \Delta \vdash \lambda x. r : \sigma \rightarrow \tau\). Now we are immediately done.

(app) Let \(; \Delta \vdash rs : \tau\) with \(; \Delta \vdash r : \sigma \rightarrow \tau\) and \(; \Delta \vdash s : \sigma\). Now by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.22 we have \(r \equiv \lambda x. r'\) or \(r \equiv \mu\alpha.[[\beta]v]\). But since \(rs\) should be in normal form we obtain a contradiction.

(zero) Let \(; \Delta \vdash 0 : \mathbb{N}\). Now we are immediately done.

(suc) Let \(; \Delta \vdash St : \mathbb{N}\) with \(; \Delta \vdash t : \mathbb{N}\). Now we have \(t \equiv n\) or \(t \equiv \mu\alpha.[[\beta]v]\) by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.22. In the former case we are immediately done, in the latter case we obtain a contradiction because the \(\rightarrow_{\mu S}\)-rule can be applied.

(nrec) Let \(; \Delta \vdash nrec \, r \, s \, t : \rho\) with \(; \Delta \vdash t : \mathbb{N}\). Now we have \(t \equiv n\) or \(t \equiv \mu\alpha.[[\beta]v]\) by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.22. But in both cases we obtain a contradiction because the reduction rules \(\rightarrow_{\mu 0}\), \(\rightarrow_{\mu S}\) and \(\rightarrow_{\mu \mathbb{N}}\) can be applied, respectively.

(act/pas) Let \(; \Delta \vdash \mu\alpha.[[\beta]t] : \rho\) with \(; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash t : \tau\) and \(\beta : \tau \in (\Delta, \alpha : \rho)\). Now we have that \(t\) is a value or \(t \equiv \mu\alpha.[[\beta]v]\) by the induction hypothesis. In the former case we are immediately done, in the latter case we obtain a contradiction because the \(\rightarrow_{\mu \alpha}\)-rule can be applied. \(\square\)
Theorem 3.24. Given a term \( t \) that is in normal form and such that \( \vdash t : \mathbb{N} \), then \( t \equiv n \) for some \( n \in \mathbb{N} \).

Proof. By Lemma 3.23 we obtain that \( t \equiv v \) or \( t \equiv \mu \alpha.[\beta]v \) for some value \( v \). In the former case we have \( t \equiv n \) by Lemma 3.22. In the latter case we have \( \beta = \alpha \) since \( t \) is closed for \( \mu \)-variables, so \( t \equiv \mu \alpha.[\alpha]n \) by Lemma 3.22. But now we obtain a contradiction because we can apply the \( \rightarrow_{\mu\eta} \)-rule.

4 CPS-translation of \( \lambda\mu^T \) into \( \lambda^T \)

In this section we will present a CPS-translation from \( \lambda\mu^T \) into \( \lambda^T \). We will use this CPS-translation to prove the main result of this section: the functions that are representable in \( \lambda\mu^T \) are exactly the functions that are provably recursive in first-order arithmetic.

Definition 4.1. Let \( -\rho \) denote \( \rho \rightarrow \bot \) for a fixed type \( \bot \). Given a type \( \rho \), the negative translation \( \rho^\circ \) of \( \rho \) is mutually inductively defined with \( \rho^* \) as follows.

\[
\rho^\circ := -\neg \rho^* \\
N^\circ := N \\
(\sigma \rightarrow \tau)^\circ := \sigma^\circ \rightarrow \tau^\circ
\]

Definition 4.2. Given \( \lambda^T \)-terms \( t \) and \( r \), the CPS-application \( t \bullet r \) of \( t \) and \( r \) is defined as follows.

\[
t \bullet r := \lambda k.t(\lambda l. l r k)
\]

Definition 4.3. Given a \( \lambda^T \)-term \( t \), the negative of \( t \) is defined as follows.

\[
T := \lambda k.kt
\]

Fact 4.4. If \( \Gamma \vdash t : (\sigma \rightarrow \tau)^\circ \) and \( \Gamma \vdash r : \sigma^\circ \), then \( \Gamma \vdash t \bullet r : \tau^\circ \).

Definition 4.5. Given a \( \lambda\mu^T \)-term \( t \), then the CPS-translation \( t^\circ \) of \( t \) into \( \lambda^T \) is inductively defined as follows.

\[
x^\circ := \lambda k.x k \\
(\lambda x.t)^\circ := \lambda k.(\lambda x.t^\circ) \\
(tr)^\circ := t^\circ \bullet r^\circ \\
0^\circ := \mathbb{0} \\
(St)^\circ := \lambda k.t^\circ(\lambda l.k(l S l)) \\
(nrec_\rho r s t)^\circ := \lambda k.t^\circ(\lambda l.nrec r^\circ s^\circ l k) \\
where \ s^\circ := \lambda x.p.s^\circ \bullet T \bullet p \\
(\mu \alpha.c)^\circ := \lambda k._c^\circ \\
([\alpha]\bar{t})^\circ := t^\circ k_\alpha
\]

Here \( k_\alpha \) is a fresh \( \lambda \)-variable for each \( \mu \)-variable \( \alpha \).
In the translation of \texttt{nrec} \( r \, s \, t \) we see that we are required to evaluate \( t \) first, simply because it is the only way to obtain a numeral from \( t \).

**Fact 4.6.** If \( \Gamma \vdash t : \mathbb{N} \), then \( \Gamma \vdash t : \mathbb{N} \).

**Theorem 4.7.** The translation from \( \lambda \mu \) into \( \lambda T \) preserves typing. That is:

\[
\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho \text{ in } \lambda \mu T \implies \Gamma^{\circ}; \Delta^{\circ} \vdash t^{\circ} : \rho^{\circ} \text{ in } \lambda T
\]

where \( \Gamma^{\circ} = \{ x : \rho^{\circ} \mid x : \rho \in \Gamma \} \) and \( \Delta^{\circ} = \{ k_{a^{\circ}} : \neg \rho^{\circ} \mid \alpha : \rho \in \Delta \} \).

**Proof.** We prove that we have \( \Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho \) as shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho^{\circ} : \mathbb{N} & \quad \frac{x : \mathbb{N}}{x : \mathbb{N}^{\circ}} \quad (a) \\
\rho^{\circ} : \lambda x.x & \quad \frac{p : \rho^{\circ}}{p : \rho^{\circ}} \quad (b) \\
\lambda x.p : \rho^{\circ} & \quad \frac{
\begin{array}{c}
\rho^{\circ} \bullet \rho^{\circ} \\
\rho^{\circ} \bullet \rho^{\circ} \bullet \rho^{\circ}
\end{array}
}{\lambda x.p : \rho^{\circ}} \quad (c)
\end{align*}
\]

Here, step (a) follows from Fact 4.6 and step (b) and (c) follow from Fact 4.4. So \( \Gamma^{\circ}; \Delta^{\circ} \vdash t^{\circ} : \rho^{\circ} \) as shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
r^{\circ} : \rho^{\circ} & \quad \frac{s^{\circ} : \mathbb{N}}{s^{\circ} : \mathbb{N}^{\circ}} \quad (a) \\
\rho^{\circ} : \mathbb{N} & \quad \frac{\lambda x.x}{\lambda x.x : \rho^{\circ}} \quad (b) \\
\rho^{\circ} : \lambda x.x & \quad \frac{p^{\circ} : \rho^{\circ}}{p^{\circ} : \rho^{\circ}} \quad (c) \\
\lambda x.p^{\circ} : \rho^{\circ} & \quad \frac{
\begin{array}{c}
\lambda x.p^{\circ} \bullet \rho^{\circ} \\
\lambda x.p^{\circ} \bullet \rho^{\circ} \bullet \rho^{\circ}
\end{array}
}{\lambda x.p^{\circ} : \rho^{\circ}} \quad (d)
\end{align*}
\]

**Fact 4.8.** For each \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) we have \( n^{\circ} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \).

**Proof.** By induction on \( n \).

1. Let \( n = 0 \). We have \( 0^{\circ} \equiv \mathbb{N} \) by Definition 4.5.

2. Let \( n > 0 \). We have \( n^{\circ} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) by the induction hypothesis and hence:

\[
\begin{align*}
n + 1^{\circ} & \equiv \lambda k.(n^{\circ} \cdot (\lambda \cdot k(\lambda \cdot l)) \\
& \rightarrow \lambda k.(n \cdot q)(\lambda \cdot k(\lambda \cdot l)) \\
& \rightarrow \lambda k(k(\lambda \cdot l)) \\
& \equiv n + 1
\end{align*}
\]
**Lemma 4.9.** For each term \( t \) we have \( \lambda k . t^o k \rightarrow t^o \).

*Proof.* This follows immediately from the Definition 4.5 since the translation \( t^o \) of a term \( t \) is of the shape \( \lambda l . t' \), so \( \lambda k . (\lambda l . t')k \rightarrow \lambda k . t'[l := k] \equiv t^o \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 4.10.** We have \( \lambda k . \text{nrec } r^o s' \uparrow k = \text{nrec } r^o s' \uparrow \) for \( s' \equiv \lambda x p . s^o \cdot \top \cdot \top \).

*Proof.* We distinguish the following cases.

1. Let \( n = 0 \). The result follows from Lemma 4.9.

2. Let \( n > 0 \). Now we have the following.

\[
\lambda k . \text{nrec } r^o s' \uparrow k \rightarrow \lambda k . s' n - 1 (\text{nrec } r^o s' n - 1) k
\]

\[
\rightarrow \lambda k . (s^o \cdot n - 1 \cdot \text{nrec } r^o s' n - 1) k
\]

\[
\equiv \lambda k . (\lambda k_2 . (s^o \cdot n - 1) (\lambda l . (\text{nrec } r^o s' n - 1) k_2)) k
\]

\[
\rightarrow \lambda k . (s^o \cdot n - 1 \cdot \text{nrec } r^o s' n - 1)
\]

\[
= s' n - 1 (\text{nrec } r^o s' n - 1)
\]

\[
= \text{nrec } r^o s' \uparrow \]

\( \square \)

**Lemma 4.11.** The translation from \( \lambda \mu \mathbf{V} \) into \( \lambda \mathbf{T} \) preserves (structural) substitution. That is:

1. \( t^o[x := r^o] \rightarrow (t[x := r])^o \)

2. \( (t[\alpha := \beta \square])^o \equiv t^o[k_\alpha := k_\beta] \)

3. \( (t[\alpha := \beta (S\square)])^o \rightarrow t^o[k_\alpha := \lambda l . k_\beta (S\square)] \)

4. \( (t[\alpha := \beta (s\square)])^o \rightarrow t^o[k_\alpha := \lambda l . s^o k_\beta] \)

5. \( (t[\alpha := \beta (\text{nrec } r s \square)])^o \rightarrow t^o[k_\alpha := \lambda l . \text{nrec } r^o s' l k_\beta] \)

*Proof.* These results are proven by induction on the structure of \( t \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 4.12.** The translation from \( \lambda \mu \mathbf{V} \) into \( \lambda \mathbf{T} \) preserves convertibility. That is, if \( t_1 \equiv t_2 \), then \( t_1^o \equiv t_2^o \).

*Proof.* By induction on the derivation of \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \). Most of the cases are straightforward, so we treat just one interesting case.

1. Let \( \text{nrec } r s (S\mathbf{H}) \rightarrow s \uparrow (\text{nrec } r s \uparrow) \). Now:

\[
(\text{nrec } r s (S\mathbf{H}))^o \equiv \lambda k . (S\mathbf{H})^o (\lambda l . \text{nrec } r^o s' l k)
\]

\[
\rightarrow \lambda k . \text{nrec } r^o s' (S\mathbf{H}) k
\]

\[
\rightarrow \lambda k . s' \uparrow (\text{nrec } r^o s' \uparrow) k
\]

\[
\rightarrow \lambda k . (s^o \cdot \uparrow \cdot \text{nrec } r^o s' \uparrow) k
\]

\[
= \lambda k . (\lambda k_2 . (s^o \cdot \uparrow) (\lambda l . (\text{nrec } r^o s' \uparrow) k_2)) k
\]
\[ \lambda k. (s^o \cdot m) \cdot (\lambda l. (n \cdot (r^o \cdot s \cdot n)) \cdot k) \]
\[ = s^o \cdot m \cdot n \cdot r^o \cdot s' \cdot n \]
\[ = s^o \cdot m \cdot \lambda k_2. n \cdot r^o \cdot s' \cdot k_2 \quad (b) \]
\[ = s^o \cdot m \cdot \lambda k_2. \lambda n. n \cdot r^o \cdot s' \cdot l \cdot k_2 \]
\[ = s^o \cdot m \cdot \lambda n \cdot (n \cdot (r \cdot s \cdot n)) \]
\[ \equiv (s \cdot n \cdot (r \cdot s \cdot n))^o \]

Here, step (a) holds by Fact 4.8, step (b) holds by Lemma 4.10 and step (c) holds by Fact 4.8. 

**Theorem 4.13.** Each function \( f : \mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) that is representable in \( \lambda \mu \mathcal{T} \) is representable in \( \lambda \mathcal{T} \). That is, if a term \( t : \vdash : t : \mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) represents the function \( f \) in \( \lambda \mu \mathcal{T} \), then there exists a term \( t' \) with \( \vdash : t' : \mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) that represents the function \( f \) in \( \lambda \mathcal{T} \).

**Proof.** Suppose that \( t : \mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) represents \( f : \mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) in \( \lambda \mu \mathcal{T} \). That means that \( f(m_1, \ldots, m_n) = t(m_1, \ldots, m_n) \). Now define a term \( t' \) as follows.

\[ t' := \lambda x_1 : \mathbb{N} \ldots \lambda x_n : \mathbb{N} \cdot (t^o \cdot \overline{m_1} \ldots \overline{m_n}) \cdot (\lambda x : \mathbb{N} \cdot x) \]

Now we have \( t^o : (\mathbb{N}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N})^o \) by Theorem 4.7, \( x_i : \mathbb{N}^o \) by Fact 4.6, and therefore \( t^o \cdot \overline{m_1} \ldots \overline{m_n} : \mathbb{N}^o \) by Fact 4.4. Hence by setting \( \bot = \mathbb{N} \) we have \( t' : \mathbb{N} \). Now it remains to prove that \( f(m_1, \ldots, m_n) = t'(m_1, \ldots, m_n) \).

\[ t'(m_1, \ldots, m_n) = (t^o \cdot \overline{m_1} \ldots \overline{m_n}) \cdot (\lambda x : \mathbb{N} \cdot x) \]
\[ = (t^o \cdot m_1^o \ldots m_n^o) \cdot (\lambda x : \mathbb{N} \cdot x) \]
\[ = (f(m_1, \ldots, m_n))^o \cdot (\lambda x : \mathbb{N} \cdot x) \]
\[ = f(m_1, \ldots, m_n) \cdot (\lambda x : \mathbb{N} \cdot x) \]
\[ = f(m_1, \ldots, m_n) \]

Here, step (a) holds by Fact 4.8, step (b) holds by Lemma 4.12 and step (c) holds by Fact 4.8. 

**Corollary 4.14.** The functions representable in \( \lambda \mu \mathcal{T} \) are exactly those that are provably recursive in first-order arithmetic.

**Proof.** This result follows immediately from Theorem 2.10 and 4.13. 

### 5 Confluence of \( \lambda \mu \mathcal{T} \)

To prove confluence one typically uses the notion of parallel reduction, as introduced by Tait and Martin-Löf. Intuitively, a parallel reduction relation \( \Rightarrow \) allows to contract a number of redexes in a term simultaneously. Following Takahashi [Tak95], \( \Rightarrow \) can be defined by induction over the term structure, making it easy to prove that it is preserved under substitution. Then one proves that \( \Rightarrow \) satisfies:

---
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The diamond property: if \( t_1 \Rightarrow t_2 \) and \( t_1 \Rightarrow t_3 \), then there exists a \( t_4 \) such that \( t_2 \Rightarrow t_4 \) and \( t_3 \Rightarrow t_4 \), in a diagram:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\( t_1 \)} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{\( t_2 \)} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{\( t_3 \)} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{\( t_4 \)}
\end{array}
\]

\( \Rightarrow \subset \rightarrow \): if \( t_1 \Rightarrow t_2 \), then \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \).

\( \Rightarrow \subset \Rightarrow^* \): if \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \), then \( t_1 \Rightarrow^* t_2 \).

Thus one obtains confluence of \( \rightarrow \). To streamline proving the diamond property of \( \Rightarrow \) one can define the complete development of a term \( t \), notation \( t \mathcal{D} \), which is obtained by contracting all redexes in \( t \). Now it suffices to prove that \( t_1 \Rightarrow t_2 \) implies \( t_2 \Rightarrow t_4 \). Unfortunately, as observed in [Fuj97, BHF01], adopting the notion of parallel reduction in a standard way does not work for \( \lambda \mu \). The resulting parallel reduction relation will only be weakly confluent and not confluent.

In this section we will focus on resolving this problem for \( \lambda \mu^T \). For an extensive discussion of parallel reduction and its application to various systems we refer to [Tak95]. A simple-minded parallel reduction relation, obtained by extending Parigot’s parallel reduction [Par92] to \( \lambda \mu^T \), would have the follow rules:

(t6.1) If \( c \Rightarrow c' \), then \( \mu \alpha . c \Rightarrow \mu \alpha . c' \).

(t6.2) If \( c \Rightarrow c' \) and \( s \Rightarrow s' \), then \( (\mu \alpha . c)s \Rightarrow \mu \alpha . c' [\alpha := \alpha (\square s')] \).

(t6.3) If \( c \Rightarrow c' \), then \( S(\mu \alpha . c) \Rightarrow \mu \alpha . c' [\alpha := \alpha (\square)] \).

(t6.4) If \( r \Rightarrow r' \), \( s \Rightarrow s' \) and \( c \Rightarrow c' \), then \( \text{\texttt{nrec}} r \ s \ \mu \alpha . c \Rightarrow \mu \alpha . c' [\alpha := \alpha (\text{\texttt{nrec}} r' \ s' \ \square)] \).

(t7) If \( t \Rightarrow t' \) and \( \alpha \notin \text{FCV}(t) \), then \( \mu \alpha.[\alpha] t \Rightarrow t' \).

(c1) If \( t \Rightarrow t' \), then \( [\alpha] t \Rightarrow [\alpha] t' \).

(c2) If \( c \Rightarrow c' \), then \( [\alpha] \mu \beta . c \Rightarrow c' [\beta := \alpha \square] \).

As has been observed in [Fuj99], Parigot’s original parallel reduction relation is not confluent. Similarly, the parallel reduction as defined above for \( \lambda \mu^T \) is not confluent. Let us (as in [BHF01]) consider the term \( (\mu \alpha.[\alpha] \mu \gamma .[\alpha] x) y \), this term contains both a (t6.2) and a (c2)-redex. However, after contracting the
(t6.2)-redex, we obtain the term $\mu\alpha.[\alpha](\mu\gamma.[\alpha]xy)y$, in which the (c2)-redex is blocked.

$$
\begin{align*}
&\mu\alpha.[\alpha](\mu\gamma.[\alpha]xy)y \\
&\mu\alpha.[\alpha](\mu\gamma.[\alpha]x)y \\
&\mu\alpha.[\alpha]xy \\
&\mu\alpha.[\alpha]xy \\
&\mu\alpha.[\alpha]xy
\end{align*}
$$

Although it is possible to prove that this relation is weakly confluent, weak confluence is not quite satisfactory. Of course, since $\lambda\mu^T$ is strongly normalizing (Theorem 6.34), it would give confluence by Newman’s lemma. However, an untyped version of $\lambda\mu^T$ is of course not strongly normalizing, hence we do not obtain confluence for raw terms this way.

Baba, Hirokawa and Fujita [BHF01] noticed that this problem could be repaired by allowing a $\mu\beta$ to “jump over a whole context” to its corresponding $[\alpha]$. Their version of the (c2)-rule is as follows.

\begin{equation}
(c2) \quad \text{If } c \Rightarrow c' \text{ and } E \Rightarrow E', \text{ then } [\alpha]E[\mu\beta.c] \Rightarrow c'[\beta := \alpha E'].
\end{equation}

Here $E$ and $E'$ are contexts and parallel reduction on contexts is defined by reducing all its components in parallel. This (c2)-rule performs “deep” structural substitutions and renaming in one step and thus covers and extends the original rules (t6.1-4) and (c2).

Baba et al. [BHF01] have shown that their relation $\Rightarrow$ is confluent for $\lambda\mu$ without the (t7) rule. It is not confluent if the (t7) rule is included. Let us (as in [BHF01]) consider the term $\mu\alpha.[\alpha](\mu\beta.[\gamma]x)yz$.

$$
\begin{align*}
&\mu\alpha.[\alpha](\mu\beta.[\gamma]x)yz \\
&\mu\alpha.[\gamma]x \\
&\mu\alpha.[\gamma]x
\end{align*}
$$

In the conclusion of their work they suggest that this problem can be repaired by considering a series of structural substitutions (t6.1-4) as one step. This approach has been carried out successfully by Nakazawa for a call-by-value variant of $\lambda\mu$ [Nak03]. However, Nakazawa did not use the notion of complete development. We will follow the approach suggested by Baba et al. for $\lambda\mu^T$ and use the notion of complete development.

**Definition 5.1.** Parallel reduction $t \Rightarrow t'$ on terms is mutually inductively defined with parallel reduction $c \Rightarrow c'$ on commands and parallel reduction $E \Rightarrow E'$ on contexts as follows.
(t1) \( x \Rightarrow x \)

(t2) \( 0 \Rightarrow 0 \)

(t3) If \( t \Rightarrow t' \), then \( \lambda x.t \Rightarrow \lambda x.t' \).

(t4) If \( t \Rightarrow t' \) and \( E \Rightarrow E' \), then \( E[t] \Rightarrow E'[t'] \).

(t5) If \( t \Rightarrow t' \) and \( r \Rightarrow r' \), then \( (\lambda x.t)r \Rightarrow t'[x := r'] \).

(t6) If \( c \Rightarrow c' \) and \( E \Rightarrow E' \), then \( E[\mu \alpha.c] \Rightarrow \mu \alpha.c'[\alpha := \alpha E'] \).

(t7) If \( t \Rightarrow t' \) and \( \alpha \not\in \text{FCV}(t) \), then \( \mu \alpha.[\alpha]t \Rightarrow t' \).

(t8) If \( r \Rightarrow r' \), then \( \text{nrec } r \ s \ 0 \Rightarrow r' \).

(t9) If \( r \Rightarrow r' \) and \( s \Rightarrow s' \), then \( \text{nrec } r \ s \ (\text{Sn}) \Rightarrow s' \ \text{nrec } r' \ s' \).

(c1) If \( t \Rightarrow t' \), then \( [\alpha]t \Rightarrow \alpha t' \).

(c2) If \( c \Rightarrow c' \) and \( E \Rightarrow E' \), then \( [\alpha]E[\mu \beta.c] \Rightarrow c'[\beta := \alpha E'] \).

(E1) \( \square \Rightarrow \square \)

(E2) If \( E \Rightarrow E' \) and \( t \Rightarrow t' \), then \( Et \Rightarrow E't' \).

(E3) If \( E \Rightarrow E' \), then \( SE \Rightarrow SE' \).

(E4) If \( E \Rightarrow E' \), \( r \Rightarrow r' \) and \( s \Rightarrow s' \), then \( \text{nrec } r \ s \ E \Rightarrow \text{nrec } r' \ s' \).

Furthermore, \( \Rightarrow^* \) denotes the transitive closure of \( \Rightarrow \).

For conciseness of presentation, we specify most of the forthcoming lemmas just for terms. Yet they can always be mutually stated and mutually inductively proven for commands and contexts.

**Lemma 5.2.** Parallel reduction is reflexive. That is, \( t \Rightarrow t \) for all terms \( t \).

*Proof.* By induction on \( t \). We use the rules (t1-4), (t6), (c1) and (E1-4). \( \square \)

**Lemma 5.3.** If \( E \Rightarrow E' \) and \( t \Rightarrow t' \), then \( E[t] \Rightarrow E'[t'] \).

*Proof.* By induction on the derivation of \( E \Rightarrow E' \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 5.4.** If \( E \) is singular and \( E \Rightarrow E' \), then \( E' \) is singular.

*Proof.* By a case analysis on the derivation of \( E \Rightarrow E' \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 5.5.** If \( t \Rightarrow t' \), then \( \text{FV}(t') \subseteq \text{FV}(t) \) and \( \text{FCV}(t') \subseteq \text{FCV}(t) \).

*Proof.* By induction on the derivation of \( t \Rightarrow t' \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 5.6.** Parallel reduction is preserved under (structural) substitution.

1. If \( t \Rightarrow t' \) and \( s \Rightarrow s' \), then \( t[x := s] \Rightarrow t'[x := s'] \).
2. If \( t \rightarrow t' \) and \( E \Rightarrow E' \), then \( t[\alpha := \beta E] \Rightarrow t'[\alpha := \beta E'] \).

**Proof.** By induction on the derivation of \( t \rightarrow t' \). We treat some cases.

(t6) Let \( F[\mu \gamma . c] \Rightarrow \mu \gamma . c' [\gamma := \gamma F'] \) with \( c \Rightarrow c' \) and \( F \Rightarrow F' \). Now we have \( c[\alpha := \beta E] \Rightarrow c'[\alpha := \beta E'] \) and \( F[\alpha := \beta E] \Rightarrow F'[\alpha := \beta E'] \) by the induction hypothesis. Therefore we have the following.

\[
(F[\mu \gamma . c])[\alpha := \beta E] \equiv (F[\alpha := \beta E])[\mu \gamma . c[\alpha := \beta E]] \\
\Rightarrow \mu \gamma . c'[\alpha := \beta E'][\gamma := \gamma (F'[\alpha := \beta E'])] \\
\equiv \mu \gamma . c'[\gamma := \gamma F'][\alpha := \beta E'] \\
\equiv (\mu \gamma . c'[\gamma := \gamma F'])[\alpha := \beta E']
\]

In the before last step we use a substitution lemma. This is possible because \( \gamma \notin FCV(E) \) by the Barendregt convention and thus \( \gamma \notin FCV(E') \) by Lemma 5.5.

(c2) Let \([\alpha] F[\mu \gamma . c] \Rightarrow c'[\gamma := \alpha F']\) with \( c \Rightarrow c' \) and \( F \Rightarrow F' \). Now we have \( c[\alpha := \beta E] \Rightarrow c'[\alpha := \beta E'] \) and \( F[\alpha := \beta E] \Rightarrow F'[\alpha := \beta E'] \) by the induction hypothesis. Therefore we have the following.

\[
([\alpha] F[\mu \gamma . c])[\alpha := \beta E] \equiv [\beta E(F[\alpha := \beta E])[\mu \gamma . c[\alpha := \beta E]] \\
\Rightarrow c'[\gamma := \alpha F'][\alpha := \beta E'] \\
\equiv (c'[\gamma := \alpha F'])[\alpha := \beta E']
\]

In the before last step we use a substitution lemma. This is possible because \( \gamma \notin FCV(E) \) by the Barendregt convention and thus \( \gamma \notin FCV(E') \) by Lemma 5.5.

A crucial property of a parallel reduction is that a one step reduction is an instance of a parallel reduction and that a parallel reduction is an instance of a multi-step reduction.

**Lemma 5.7.** Parallel reduction enjoys the intended behavior. That is:

1. If \( t \rightarrow t' \), then \( t \Rightarrow t' \).

2. If \( t \Rightarrow t' \), then \( t \rightarrow t' \).

**Proof.** The first property is proven by induction on the derivation of \( t \rightarrow t' \) using that parallel reduction is reflexive (Lemma 5.2). The second by induction on the derivation of \( t \Rightarrow t' \) using an obvious substitution lemma for \( \rightarrow \).

To define the complete development of a term \( t \), we need to decide which redexes to contract. This job is non-trivial because \( \Rightarrow \) is very strong: In one step it is able to move a subterm that is located very deeply in the term to the outside. For example, consider the command \( e \):

\[
e \equiv E_n[\mu \alpha_n . [\alpha_n] \ldots E_1[\mu \alpha_1 . [\alpha_1] E_0[\mu \alpha_0 . c] \ldots]
\] (1)
where all the \(\mu\alpha_i, [\alpha_i]_{E_{i-1}}\) are \(\mu\eta\)-redexes. That is, \(\alpha_i \notin \text{FCV}(E_j)\) for all \(0 \leq j < i \leq n\) and \(\alpha_i \notin \text{FCV}(c)\) for all \(0 \leq i \leq n\). Intuitively one would be urged to contract the \((t7)\)-redexes immediately. That yields:

\[
E'_n[\ldots E'_1[E'_0[\mu\alpha_0, c']]\]
\]

given complete developments \(E'_i\) of \(E_i\) and \(c'\) of \(c\). However, this is not the complete development of \(e\). We have \([\alpha_{i+1}]_i[\mu\alpha_i, d] \Rightarrow d\) for each \(i\) such that \(0 \leq i < n\), hence the whole command \(e\) reduces to \(c'\). As this example indicates, it is impossible to determine whether a \((t7)\)-redex should be contracted without looking more deeply into the term. In order to define the complete development we introduce a special kind of context consisting of a series of nested \((t7)\)-redexes, as in (1). Furthermore, we define a case distinction on terms.

**Definition 5.8.** A \(\lambda\mu T\eta\)-context (or simply: an \(\eta\)-context) is defined as follows.

\[
H ::= \square | E[\mu\alpha_i, \alpha]H \quad \text{provided that } \alpha \notin \text{FCV}(H)
\]

The operation of substitution of a term for the hole in an \(\eta\)-context is defined in the usual way. However, since these contexts contain \(\mu\)-binders it is important that this operation is *capture avoiding* for \(\mu\)-variables. Note also that—in general—an \(\eta\)-context is not a context in the sense of Definition 3.5.

**Lemma 5.9.** Each term \(t\) is of exactly one of the following shapes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>1. (x)</th>
<th>2. (n)</th>
<th>3. (\lambda x. s)</th>
<th>4. ((\lambda x. s)r)</th>
<th>5. (\text{nrec } r s \ n)</th>
<th>6. (H[r] \text{ with } H \neq \square \text{ and } r \equiv E[\lambda x. s], r \equiv E[0] \text{ or } r \equiv E[x])</th>
<th>7. (H[E[\mu\beta. c]] \text{ with } c \equiv [\gamma]s \text{ and } \gamma \neq \beta, \text{ or } c \equiv [\beta]s \text{ and } \beta \in \text{FCV}(s))</th>
<th>8. (sr \text{ with } s \neq E[\mu\beta. c] \text{ and } s \neq \lambda x.t)</th>
<th>9. (\text{nrec } r s u \text{ with } u \neq E[\mu\beta. c] \text{ and } u \neq n)</th>
<th>10. (S u \text{ with } u \neq E[\mu\beta. c] \text{ and } u \neq n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Proof.** We prove that \(t\) is always one of the given shapes by induction on the structure of \(t\). Furthermore, because these shapes are non-overlapping it is immediate that \(t\) is always of exactly one of the given shapes. \(\Box\)

**Definition 5.10.** The complete development \(t^*\) of a term \(t\) is defined (using the case distinction established in Lemma 5.9) as:

1. \(x^* := x\)
2. $n^\circ := n$
3. $(\lambda x.s)^\circ := \lambda x.s^\circ$
4. $((\lambda x.s)r)^\circ := s^\circ[x := r^\circ]$
5. $(\mathtt{nrec} \ r \ s \ 0)^\circ := r^\circ$
6. $(\mathtt{nrec} \ r \ s \ (\mathtt{S} n))\circ := s^\circ \ mathtt{n} \ (\mathtt{nrec} \ r^\circ \ s^\circ \ mathtt{n})$
7. $(H[r])^\circ := H^\circ[r^\circ]$ provided that $H \not\equiv \Box$ and $r \equiv E[\lambda x.s], r \equiv E[0]$ or $r \equiv E[x]$.
8. $(H[E[\mu \beta.c]]^\circ := \mu \beta.c^\circ[\beta := \beta H^\circ E^\circ]$ provided that $c \equiv [\gamma]s$ and $\gamma \not\equiv \beta$, or $c \equiv [\beta]s$ and $\beta \in \text{FCV}(s)$.
9. $(sr)^\circ := s^\circ r^\circ$ provided that $s \not\equiv E[\mu \beta.c]$ and $s \not\equiv \lambda x.t$
10. $(\mathtt{nrec} \ r \ s \ u)^\circ := \mathtt{nrec} \ r^\circ \ s^\circ \ u^\circ$ provided that $u \not\equiv E[\mu \beta.c]$ and $u \not\equiv \mathtt{n}$
11. $(\mathtt{S} u)^\circ := \mathtt{S} u^\circ$ provided that $u \not\equiv E[\mu \beta.c]$ and $u \not\equiv \mathtt{n}$

with the complete development $c^\circ$ of a command $c$ defined as:
1. $([\alpha]E[\mu \beta.c])^\circ := c^\circ[\beta := \alpha E^\circ]$
2. $([\alpha]t)^\circ := [\alpha]t^\circ$

provided that $t \not\equiv E[\mu \beta.c]$ the complete development $E^\circ$ of a context $E$ defined as:
1. $\Box^\circ := \Box$
2. $(Et)^\circ := E^\circ t^\circ$
3. $(SE)^\circ := SE^\circ$
4. $(\mathtt{nrec} \ r \ s \ E)^\circ := \mathtt{nrec} \ r^\circ \ s^\circ \ E^\circ$

and the complete development $H^\circ$ of an $\eta$-context $H$ defined as:
1. $\Box^\circ := \Box$
2. $(E[\mu \alpha.[\alpha]H])^\circ := E^\circ H^\circ$

Towards a proof of confluence, we now want to prove the following property: if $t \Rightarrow t'$, then $t' \Rightarrow t^\circ$. This is proven by induction on the structure of $t$; the most interesting cases are when $t \equiv H[r]$ (case 7 of Definition 5.10) or $t \equiv H[E[\mu \beta.c]]$ (case 8 of Definition 5.10). For these cases we need some special lemmas.
Lemma 5.11. Let \( r \) be a term such that \( r \equiv E[\lambda x.s] \), \( r \equiv E[0] \) or \( r \equiv E[x] \), and \( H \) an \( \eta \)-context. If \( [\alpha]H[r] \Rightarrow c \) with \( \alpha \notin \text{FCV}(H[r]) \), then \( c \equiv [\alpha]s \) with \( H[r] \Rightarrow s \) and \( \alpha \notin \text{FCV}(s) \).

Proof. By induction on the structure of \( H \). □

Lemma 5.12. Let \( r \) be a term such that \( r \equiv E[\lambda x.s] \), \( r \equiv E[0] \) or \( r \equiv E[x] \), and \( H \) an \( \eta \)-context such that \( H \neq \square \). If \( H[r] \Rightarrow t \) and for every strict subexpression \( e \) of \( H[r] \) we have \( e \Rightarrow e' \) implies \( e' \Rightarrow e^\circ \), then \( t \Rightarrow H^\circ r^\circ \).

Proof. We have to consider three cases for the reduction \( H[r] \Rightarrow t \).

1. If \( E \Rightarrow H[r] \Rightarrow \square \), then \( E \Rightarrow E' \rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \) with \( E' \rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \). By assumption we have \( E' \rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \). Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, we obtain that \( E'[s] \Rightarrow E'[E'[H'[r]]] \Rightarrow (H[r])^\circ \).

2. If \( E \Rightarrow E' \rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \) with \( E' \rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \). By assumption we have \( s \Rightarrow (H'[r])^\circ \Rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \). Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, we obtain that \( H'[r] \Rightarrow s \) with \( H[r] \Rightarrow s \).

3. If \( E \Rightarrow E' \rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \) with \( E' \rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \). By assumption we have \( s \Rightarrow (H'[r])^\circ \Rightarrow H'[r] \Rightarrow s \). Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, we obtain that \( H'[r] \Rightarrow s \) with \( H[r] \Rightarrow s \). □

Lemma 5.13. Let \( E \) be a context, \( H \) an \( \eta \)-context, \( \gamma \) a \( \mu \)-variable, and let \( d \) be a command such that \( d \equiv [\beta]s \) with \( \beta \neq \gamma \) or \( d \equiv [\gamma]s \) with \( \gamma \in \text{FCV}(s) \). If \( H[E[\mu \gamma.d]] \Rightarrow t \) and for every strict subexpression \( e \) of \( H[E[\mu \gamma.d]] \) we have \( e \Rightarrow e' \) implies \( e' \Rightarrow e^\circ \), then \( t \Rightarrow \mu \alpha.d^\circ [\gamma := \alpha H^\circ E^\circ] \).

Proof. We prove this result by simultaneously proving the following three properties by induction on the length of \( H \).

1. If \( H[E[\mu \gamma.d]] \Rightarrow t \), then \( E_2[t] \Rightarrow \mu \alpha.d^\circ [\gamma := \alpha E_2^\circ H^\circ E^\circ] \).

2. If \( H[E[\mu \gamma.d]] \Rightarrow t \), then \( [\alpha]E_2[t] \Rightarrow d^\circ [\gamma := \alpha E_2^\circ H^\circ E^\circ] \).

3. If \( [\alpha]H[E[\mu \gamma.d]] \Rightarrow c \), then \( c \Rightarrow d^\circ [\gamma := \alpha H^\circ E^\circ] \).

The base case is when \( H \equiv \square \). We only treat a number of instances for the step case, so let \( H \equiv E_1[\mu \beta.[\beta]H_1] \).

1. Let \( E_1[\mu \beta.[\beta]H_1[E[\mu \gamma.d]]] \Rightarrow t \). Analyzing the possible steps we prove that for every context \( E_2 \) we have:

\[
E_2[t] \Rightarrow \mu \alpha.d^\circ [\gamma := \alpha E_2^\circ E_1^\circ H_1^\circ E^\circ].
\]
Theorem 5.14. If consider some interesting cases. commands and contexts. We use the case distinction made in Lemma 5.9. We prove this result by mutual induction on the structure of terms.

1. Let $t \equiv t_1 \equiv t_2$ with $E \Rightarrow E'$ and $E[\mu\beta.]\beta H_1[E[\mu\gamma.]d] \Rightarrow s$. We can apply the induction hypothesis for property (1) to $E[r\mu\beta.]\beta H_1$. Now we find that for every context $E_2$ we have:

$$E_2[E'[s]] \Rightarrow \mu\alpha.d\gamma \equiv \alpha E_2^\gamma E_2^\alpha H_2^\gamma E_2^\alpha.$$

2. A similar argument to the one used for (1) also proves (2).

3. Let $[\alpha]E_1[\mu\beta.]\beta H_1[E[\mu\gamma.]d] \Rightarrow s$. Analyzing the possible steps we prove that we have:

$$c \Rightarrow d\gamma \equiv \alpha E_2^\gamma H_2^\gamma E_2^\gamma.$$

(c1) Let $[\alpha]E_1[\mu\beta.]\beta H_1[E[\mu\gamma.]d] \Rightarrow [\alpha]s$ with $E_1[\mu\beta.]\beta H_1[E[\mu\gamma.]d] \Rightarrow s$. To close this case, we have to make a finer case analysis of the possible steps that have led to $s$. This is similar to what we have done for property (1) above. To close the case we also need the induction hypothesis for property (1) and property (2).

(c2) Let $[\alpha]E_1[\mu\beta.]\beta H_1[E[\mu\gamma.]d] \Rightarrow c\beta \equiv \alpha E_1^\beta$ with $E_1 \Rightarrow E_2'$ and $\beta H_1[E[\mu\gamma.]d] \Rightarrow c$. We apply the induction hypothesis for property (3) to conclude that $c \Rightarrow d\gamma \equiv \alpha E_2^\gamma H_2^\gamma E_2^\gamma$. Therefore we have $c\beta \equiv \alpha E_1^\beta \Rightarrow d\gamma \equiv \alpha E_2^\gamma H_2^\gamma E_2^\gamma$ by the substitution Lemma 5.6 and we are done.

Theorem 5.14. If $t_1 \Rightarrow t_2$, then $t_2 \Rightarrow t_2$. 

Proof. We prove this result by mutual induction on the structure of terms, commands and contexts. We use the case distinction made in Lemma 5.9. We consider some interesting cases.

1. Let $t_1 \equiv x$. In this case just reduction (t1) is possible, so $x \Rightarrow x_1 \equiv x$.

2. Let $t_1 \equiv (\lambda x.s_1) r_1$. In this case the following reductions are possible.

(14) $(\lambda x.s_1) r_1 \Rightarrow (\lambda x.s_2) r_2$ with $s_1 \Rightarrow s_2$ and $r_1 \Rightarrow r_2$. Now we have $s_2 \Rightarrow s_2$ and $r_2 \Rightarrow r_2$ by the induction hypothesis. Therefore we have $(\lambda x.s_2) r_2 \Rightarrow ((\lambda x.s_1) r_1)^\circ \equiv s_2[x := r_2]$. 
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Proof. By Corollary 5.15 and the fact that \( t \) necessarily we cannot use the CPS-translation as defined in Section 4 to prove this \( \lambda \mu \) steps under the translation) is already non-trivial for the production preserving (each reduction step corresponds to one or more reduction it does not preserve reduction. Defining a CPS-translation that is strictly re-

result. Our CPS-translation merely preserves typing and convertibility whereas 6 Strong normalization of \( \lambda \mu \)

Theorem 5.16. Reduction on \( \lambda \mu^T \) is confluent. That is, if \( t_1 \Rightarrow t_2 \) and \( t_1 \Rightarrow t_3 \), then there exists a term \( t_4 \) such that \( t_2 \Rightarrow t_4 \) and \( t_3 \Rightarrow t_4 \).

Proof. By Corollary 5.15 and the fact that \( t \Rightarrow^* t' \) if and only if \( t \Rightarrow t' \), which follows immediately from Lemma 5.7.

6 Strong normalization of \( \lambda \mu^T \)

In this section we prove that the \( \lambda \mu^T \)-calculus is strongly normalizing. Unfortunately we cannot use the CPS-translation as defined in Section 4 to prove this result. Our CPS-translation merely preserves typing and convertibility whereas it does not preserve reduction. Defining a CPS-translation that is strictly redu-

duction preserving (each reduction step corresponds to one or more reduction steps under the translation) is already non-trivial for the \( \lambda \mu \)-calculus, as Ikeda and Nakazawa [IN06] have shown. We failed to extend their approach to \( \lambda \mu^T \) due to difficulties translating the \texttt{rec} construct.

Instead we prove strong normalization by defining two reductions \( \Rightarrow_A \) and \( \Rightarrow_B \) such that \( \Rightarrow = \Rightarrow_{AB} := \Rightarrow_A \cup \Rightarrow_B \). In Section 5.1 we prove, using the reducibility method, that \( \Rightarrow_A \) is strongly normalizing. In Section 6.2 we prove that \( \Rightarrow_B \) is strongly normalizing and that both reductions commute in a way that we can obtain strong normalization for \( \Rightarrow_{AB} \).

To prove strong normalization of the second order call-by-value \( \lambda \mu \)-calculus, Nakazawa [Nak03] characterizes reductions whose strictness is preserved by a modified CPS-translation. Nakazawa also uses a postponement argument, but the proof is very different from ours.

Definition 6.1. Let \( \Rightarrow_A \) denote the compatible closure of the reduction rules \( \Rightarrow_\beta, \Rightarrow_{\mu \beta}, \Rightarrow_{\mu R}, \Rightarrow_0, \Rightarrow_s \) and \( \Rightarrow_{\mu i} \). Let \( \Rightarrow_B \) denote the compatible closure of the reduction rules \( \Rightarrow_{\mu \eta} \) and \( \Rightarrow_{\mu i} \).
Definition 6.2. Given a notion of reduction $\rightarrow_X$ (e.g. $\rightarrow_A$ or $\rightarrow_B$), the set of strongly normalizing terms, notation $SN_X$, is inductively defined as follows.

1. If for all terms $t'$ with $t \rightarrow_X t'$ we have $t' \in SN_X$, then $t \in SN_X$.

Fact 6.3. If $t$ is in $\rightarrow_X$-normal form, then $t \in SN_X$.

Fact 6.4. If $t \in SN_X$ and $t \rightarrow_X t'$, then $t' \in SN_X$.

6.1 Strong normalization of $\rightarrow_A$

In this subsection we prove that $\rightarrow_A$-reduction is strongly normalizing using the reducibility method. Our proof is inspired by Parigot’s proof of strong normalization for the $\lambda\mu$-calculus [Par97].

Since we only consider $\rightarrow_A$-reduction we will omit subscripts from all notations. Moreover, for conciseness of notation we specify most of the forthcoming lemmas only for terms and not for commands.

The reducibility method is originally due to Tait [Tai67], who proposed the following interpretation for $\rightarrow_A$-types.

\[
[a] := SN \\
[\sigma \rightarrow \tau] := \{ t \mid \forall s \in [\sigma]. ts \in [\tau] \}
\]

This interpretation makes it possible to prove strong normalization of $\lambda\rightarrow$ in a very short and elegant way [Geu08] for example]. Instead of proving that a term $t$ of type $\rho$ is strongly normalizing one proves a slight generalization, namely $t \in [\rho]$. This method also extends to $\lambda\Sigma$ [GTL89] for example].

Unfortunately, for $\lambda\mu$ it becomes more complicated. If a term of the shape $\lambda x.r$ consumes an argument, the $\lambda$-abstraction vanishes. However, if a term of the shape $\mu \alpha.c$ consumes an argument the $\mu$-abstraction remains, hence it is not possible to predict how many arguments $\mu \alpha.c$ will consume. To repair this issue Parigot has proposed a way to switch between a term that is a member of a certain reducibility candidate and one that is strongly normalizing when applied to a certain set of sequences of arguments.

In $\lambda\lambda\mu T$ a term of the shape $\mu \alpha.c$ is not only able to consume arguments on its right hand side, but is also able to consume an unknown number of $S$’s and $nrec$’s. Therefore we generalize Parigot’s idea to contexts so that we are able to switch between a term that is a member of a certain reducibility candidate and one that is strongly normalizing in a certain set of contexts.

Before going into the details of the proof we state some facts.

Fact 6.5. If $t \in SN$, then we have that the length of each $\rightarrow_A$-reduction sequence starting at $t$ is bounded. We use the notation $\nu(t)$ to denote this bound.

Proof. The result holds because $\rightarrow_A$-reduction is finitely branching. □

Fact 6.6. If $t \in SN$ and $t \rightarrow t'$, then $\nu(t') < \nu(t)$.

Fact 6.7. $\rightarrow_A$-reduction is preserved under (structural) substitution.
Lemma 6.9. Let $E$ be a context and $r$ a term such that $r \equiv x$, $r \equiv (\lambda x.r)t$, $r \equiv \text{nrec } s E$ or $r \equiv E^*[\mu \beta.c]$. If $E[r] \to t$, then we have:

1. $t \equiv E[r']$ with $r \to r'$, or,
2. $t \equiv E'[v]$ with $E \to E'$.

Proof. We prove the result by induction on the structure of $E$. We consider only the case $E \equiv Ft$. Here we use the assumption about the shape of $r$ to derive that $F[r]$ cannot be of the shape $\lambda x.s$ or $\mu \beta.c$. This guarantees that $F[r]t$ is not a redex, by which the result follows immediately. □

Lemma 6.10. If $r \in \text{SN}$ and $E[t[x := r]] \in \text{SN}$, then $E[(\lambda x.t)r] \in \text{SN}$.

Proof. We use Fact 6.7 to prove this result by well-founded induction on $\nu(r) + \nu(E[t[x := r]])$. By Definition 6.7 we have to show that for each term $w$ with $E[(\lambda x.t)r] \to w$ we have $w \in \text{SN}$.

1. Let $w \equiv E[t[x := r]]$. Now $E[t[x := r]] \in \text{SN}$ by assumption.

2. Let $w \equiv E[(\lambda x.t')r]$ and $t \to t'$. Now $E[t[x := r]] \to E[t'[x := r]]$ by Fact 6.7 and hence $E[t'[x := r]] \in \text{SN}$. By the induction hypothesis we have $E[(\lambda x.t')r] \in \text{SN}$ since $\nu(E[t'[x := r]]) < \nu(E[t[x := r]])$.

3. Let $w \equiv E[(\lambda x.t)r']$ and $r \to r'$. Now $E[t[x := r]] \to E[t'[x := r']]$ by Fact 6.7 and therefore $E[t'[x := r']] \in \text{SN}$. By the induction hypothesis we have $E[(\lambda x.t)r'] \in \text{SN}$ since $\nu(r') < \nu(r)$.
4. Let \( w \equiv E[(\lambda x.t)r] \) and \( E \to E' \). Now \( E[t[x := r]] \to E'[t[x := r]] \) by Fact 6.7 hence \( E'[t[x := r]] \in SN \). By the induction hypothesis we have \( E'[(\lambda x.t)r] \in SN \) since \( \nu(E'[t[x := r]]) < \nu(E[t[x := r]]) \).

Lemma 6.9 guarantees that we have considered all possible shapes of \( w \).  

Lemma 6.11. If \( F^* \in SN \) and \( E[[\mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha F^*]]] \in SN \), then \( E[F[\mu \alpha.c]] \in SN \).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.10.

Corollary 6.12. If \( F \in SN \) and \( E[[\mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha F]]] \in SN \), then \( E[F[\mu \alpha.c]] \in SN \).

Proof. By induction on the structure of \( F \).

1. Let \( F \equiv \emptyset \). We have \( E[[\mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha \emptyset]]] \) for each context \( E \) and command \( c \), so by assumption we are done.

2. Let \( F \equiv G^*H \). By an obvious substitution lemma and assumption we have \( E[[\mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha G^*]]] \equiv E[[\mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha F]]] \in SN \). Therefore we have \( E[G^*[\mu \alpha.c[\alpha := \alpha H]]] \in SN \) by Lemma 6.11. Hence \( E[G^*[H[\mu \alpha.c]]] \in SN \) by the induction hypothesis.

Lemma 6.13. For each context \( E \) we have the following.

1. If \( E[r] \in SN \) and \( s \in SN \), then \( E[nrec r s 0] \in SN \).

2. If \( E[s \ nrec r s n] \in SN \), then \( E[nrec r s (S \ n)] \in SN \).

Proof. We use Fact 6.5 and prove (1) by induction on \( \nu(E[r]) + \nu(s) \) and (2) by induction on \( \nu(E[s \ nrec r s n]) \). Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.11 we distinguish various cases.

Parigot extends the well-known functional construction of two sets of terms \( S \) and \( T \) (\( S \to T := \{ t \mid \forall u \in S . t u \in T \} \)) to a set \( S \) of sequences of terms and a set \( T \) of terms as follows.

\[ S \to T := \{ t \mid \forall \bar{u} \in S . t \bar{u} \in T \} \]

Moreover, he defines the notion of reducibility candidates in such way that each reducibility candidate \( R \) can be expressed as \( S \to SN \) for a certain set of sequences of terms \( S \). Therefore he is able to switch between the proposition \( t \in R \) and the proposition \( t \bar{u} \in SN \) for all \( \bar{u} \in S \). We extend Parigot’s notion of functional construction to contexts in the obvious way.

Definition 6.14. Given a set of contexts \( E \) and a set of terms \( T \), the functional construction \( E \to T \) is defined as follows.

\[ E \to T := \{ t \mid \forall E \in E . E[t] \in T \} \]

Given two sets of terms \( S \) and \( T \), then \( S \to T \) is defined as follows.

\[ S \to T := \{ \emptyset u \mid u \in S \} \to T \]
Remark that, for sets of terms $S$ and $T$, our definition of the functional construction $S \rightarrow T$ is equivalent to the ordinary definition.

\[
S \rightarrow T = \{ \square u \mid u \in S \} \rightarrow T = \{ t \mid \forall u \in S . \ tu \in T \}
\]

Keeping in mind that we wish to express each reducibility candidate $R$ as $E \rightarrow SN$ for some $E$, one might try to define the collection of reducibility candidates as the smallest set that contains $SN$ and is closed under functional construction and arbitrary intersection. But then $\{ nrec \ O \ O \ \square \} \rightarrow SN = \emptyset$ is a valid candidate too. To avoid this we should be a bit more careful.

**Definition 6.15.** We define the collection of reducibility candidates, $\mathcal{R}$, inductively as follows.

1. (sn) $SN \in \mathcal{R}$
2. (⋂) If $\emptyset \subset R \subseteq \mathcal{R}$, then $\bigcap R \in \mathcal{R}$.
3. (app) If $S, T \in \mathcal{R}$, then $S \rightarrow T \in \mathcal{R}$.
4. (suc) If $T \in \mathcal{R}$, then $\{ S \square \} \rightarrow T \in \mathcal{R}$.
5. (nrec) If $S, T \in \mathcal{R}$, then $\{ nrec \ r \ s \ \square \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \} \rightarrow T \in \mathcal{R}$.

**Lemma 6.16.** For each $R \in \mathcal{R}$ we have the following.

1. $R \subseteq SN$
2. $E[x] \in R$ for each $x$ and $E \in SN^{\square}$.

**Proof.** We prove these results simultaneously by induction on the generation of $R$. We consider some interesting cases.

1. (sn) Let $R = SN$. We certainly have $R \subseteq SN$. Also, $E[x] \in SN$ by Lemma 6.9.

2. (⋂) Let $R = \bigcap R$. By the induction hypothesis we have $T \subseteq SN$ for each $T \in \mathcal{R}$. Therefore we have $\bigcap R \subseteq SN$, so the first property holds.

   By the induction hypothesis we also have $E[x] \in T$ for each $T \in R$ and $E \in SN^{\square}$. Therefore we have $E[x] \in R$ for each $E \in SN^{\square}$, so the second property holds as well.

3. (suc) Let $R = \{ S \square \} \rightarrow T$. To prove the first property, we suppose that $t \in R$. This means that $St \in T$. Therefore $St \in SN$ because $T \subseteq SN$ by the induction hypothesis. Now certainly $t \in SN$, so the first property holds.

   To prove the second property we have to show that $E[x] \in R$. By the induction hypothesis we have $E[x] \in T$ for each $E \in SN^{\square}$. In particular we have $SE[x] \in T$. This means that $E[x] \in R$, so the second property holds as well.
Let $R = \{ \text{nrec } r \ s \ \Box \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \} \rightarrow T$. To prove the first property, we suppose that $t \in R$. This means that $\text{nrec } r \ s \ t \in T$ for each $r \in T$ and $s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T$. By the induction hypothesis we have an $x \in T$ and $y \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T$, hence $\text{nrec } x \ y \ t \in T$. Thus $t \in \mathbb{S}^n$ because $T \subseteq \mathbb{S}^n$ by the induction hypothesis, so the first property holds.

To prove the second property we have to show that $E[x] \in R$. By the induction hypothesis we have $E[x] \in T$ for each $E \in \mathbb{S}^n$. In particular we have $\text{nrec } r \ s \ E[x] \in T$. This means that $E[x] \in R$, so the second property holds as well. \hfill \Box

As we have remarked before, we wish to express each reducibility candidate $R$ as $E \rightarrow \mathbb{S}^n$ for some set of contexts $E$. Now we will make that idea precise.

**Definition 6.17.** Given an $R \in \mathcal{R}$, a set of contexts $R^\perp$ is inductively defined on the generation of $R$ as follows.

$$
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{S}^n \perp & := \{ \Box \} \\
(\bigcap \mathcal{R}) \perp & := \bigcup \{ T^\perp \mid T \in \mathcal{R} \} \\
(S \rightarrow T) \perp & := \{ \Box \} \cup \{ E(\Box u) \mid u \in S, E \in T^\perp \} \\
(\{ \Box \} \rightarrow T) \perp & := \{ \Box \} \cup \{ E(\Box) \mid E \in T^\perp \} \\
(\{ \text{nrec } r \ s \ \Box \} \rightarrow T) \perp & := \{ \Box \} \cup \{ E(\text{nrec } r \ s \ \Box) \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T, E \in T^\perp \}
\end{align*}
$$

**Fact 6.18.** For each $R \in \mathcal{R}$ we have $\Box \in R^\perp$.

**Lemma 6.19.** For each $R \in \mathcal{R}$ we have $R = R^\perp \rightarrow \mathbb{S}^n$.

**Proof.** By induction on the generation of $R$. We consider some interesting cases.

(sn) Let $R = \mathbb{S}^n$. We have $R = \{ \Box \} \rightarrow \mathbb{S}^n$, so we are done.

(\bigcap) Let $R = \bigcap \mathcal{R}$. By the induction hypothesis we have $T = T^\perp \rightarrow \mathbb{S}^n$ for each $T \in \mathcal{R}$. Therefore we have the following.

$$
\begin{align*}
R & = \bigcap \{ T \mid T \in \mathcal{R} \} \\
& = \bigcap \{ T^\perp \rightarrow \mathbb{S}^n \mid T \in \mathcal{R} \} \\
& = \bigcap \{ \{ t \mid \forall E \in T^\perp . E[t] \in \mathbb{S}^n \} \mid T \in \mathcal{R} \} \\
& = \{ t \mid \forall T \in \mathcal{R}, E \in T^\perp . E[t] \in \mathbb{S}^n \} \\
& = \{ t \mid \forall E \in \bigcup \{ T^\perp \mid T \in \mathcal{R} \} . E[t] \in \mathbb{S}^n \} \\
& = \bigcup \{ T^\perp \mid T \in \mathcal{R} \} \rightarrow \mathbb{S}^n
\end{align*}
$$
(nrec) Let $R = \{ nrec \ r \ s \ □ \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \} \rightarrow T$. By the induction hypothesis we have $T = T^\perp \rightarrow SN$. Therefore we have the following.

$$R = \{ nrec \ r \ s \ □ \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \} \rightarrow T$$

$$= \{ nrec \ r \ s \ □ \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \} \rightarrow T^\perp \rightarrow SN$$

$$= \{ t \mid \forall E \in T^\perp, r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \cdot E[nrec \ r \ s \ t] \in SN \}$$

$$= \{ t \mid t \in SN \land \forall E \in T^\perp, r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \cdot E[nrec \ r \ s \ t] \in SN \}$$

$$= \{ \{ \square \} \cup \{ E(nrec \ r \ s \ □) \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T, E \in T^\perp \} \} \rightarrow SN$$

The before last step holds because for all terms $t$, if $E[nrec \ r \ s \ t] \in SN$ for all $E \in T^\perp$, $r \in T$, $s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T$, then also $t \in SN$. This is because $T^\perp$, $T$ and $S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T$ are non-empty by Fact 6.18 and Lemma 6.16.

Lemma 6.20. For each $R \in R$, we have $t \in R$ iff $E[t] \in SN$ for all $E \in R^\perp$.

Proof. We have $t \in R$ iff $t \in R^\perp \rightarrow SN$ by Lemma 6.19 and $t \in R^\perp \rightarrow SN$ if $E[t] \in SN$ for all $E \in R^\perp$ by Definition 6.14.

Now, to prove strong normalization of $\rightarrow_A$, it remains to give an interpretation $\llbracket \rho \rrbracket \in R$ for each type $\rho$. As a first attempt, we could adapt the definition for $\lambda \rightarrow$, which we have given in the introduction of this section.

$$\llbracket N \rrbracket := SN$$

$$\llbracket \sigma \rightarrow r \rrbracket := \llbracket \sigma \rrbracket \rightarrow \llbracket r \rrbracket$$

Unfortunately, the interpretation of $N$ does not contain enough structure to prove the following properties.

1. If $t \in SN$, then $St \in SN$.
2. If $t \in SN$, $r \in S$ and $s \in SN \rightarrow S \rightarrow S$, then $nrec \ r \ s \ t \in S$.

Here, the term $t$ could reduce to a term of the shape $\mu \alpha.c$ and is thereby able to consume the surrounding $S$ or $nrec$. To define an interpretation of $N$ that contains more structure we introduce the following definition.

Definition 6.21. We define the collection $N$ inductively as follows.

(sn) $SN \in N$

(suc) If $S \in N$, then $\{ S \square \} \rightarrow S \in N$.

(nrec) If $S \in N$ and $T \in R$, then $\{ nrec \ r \ s \ □ \mid r \in T, s \in S \rightarrow T \rightarrow T \} \rightarrow T \in N$.

Fact 6.22. $N \subseteq R$
Definition 6.23. The interpretation \([\rho]\) of a type \(\rho\) is defined as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
[\mathbb{N}] & := \bigcap N \\
[\sigma \to \tau] & := [\sigma] \to [\tau]
\end{align*}
\]

Fact 6.24. For each type \(\rho\) we have \([\rho] \in \mathcal{R}\).

Lemma 6.25. For each \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) we have \(\mathbb{n} \in [\mathbb{N}]\).

Proof. In order to prove this result we have to show that \(\mathbb{n} \in \mathcal{R}\) for all \(\mathcal{R} \in \mathcal{N}\) and \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). We proceed by induction on the generation of \(\mathcal{R}\).

(var) Let \(\mathcal{R} = \mathbb{SN}\). Now we have to show that \(\mathbb{n} \in \mathbb{SN}\) for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). However, \(\mathbb{n}\) is in normal form, so we certainly have \(\mathbb{n} \in \mathbb{SN}\).

(suc) Let \(\mathcal{R} = \{ \mathbb{S} \mathbb{E} \} \rightarrow \mathbb{S}\). Now we have \(\mathbb{n} \in \mathbb{S}\) for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) by the induction hypothesis. It remains to show that \(\mathbb{S} \mathbb{n} \in \mathbb{S}\) for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). However, \(\mathbb{S} \mathbb{n} = \mathbb{n} + 1\), so the required result follows from the induction hypothesis.

(nrec) Let \(\mathcal{R} = \{ \mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathbb{E} \} \rightarrow \mathbb{S}\). Now we have \(\mathbb{n} \in \mathbb{S}\) for all \(n \in \mathbb{N}\) by the induction hypothesis. It remains to show that \(\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathbb{n} \in \mathbb{S}\) for all \(\mathcal{S} \in \mathcal{N}, \mathcal{T} \in \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{r} \in \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{s} \in \mathcal{T} \rightarrow \mathcal{T} \rightarrow \mathcal{T}\) and \(n \in \mathbb{N}\). We proceed by induction on \(n\).

(a) Let \(n = 0\). We have \(\mathcal{E}[\mathcal{r}] \in \mathbb{SN}\) for all \(\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{S} \mathcal{\bot}\) by Lemma 6.20 and \(\mathcal{s} \in \mathbb{SN}\) by Lemma 6.16. Hence \(\mathcal{E}[\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{0}] \in \mathbb{SN}\) by Lemma 6.13 and therefore \(\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{0} \in \mathcal{T}\) by Lemma 6.20.

(b) Let \(n > 0\). We have \(\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{n} - 1 \in \mathcal{T}\) by the induction hypothesis. Furthermore, because \(\mathcal{s} \in \mathcal{S} \rightarrow \mathcal{T} \rightarrow \mathcal{T}\) and \(\mathcal{n} - 1 \in \mathcal{S}\), we have \(\mathcal{s} \mathcal{n} - 1 \in \{ \mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{n} - 1\} \in \mathcal{T}\), so \(\mathcal{E}[\mathcal{s} \mathcal{n} - 1 (\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{n} - 1)] \in \mathbb{SN}\) for all \(\mathcal{E} \in \mathcal{S} \mathcal{\bot}\) by Lemma 6.20. Therefore \(\mathcal{E}[\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{(S} \mathcal{n} - 1)] \in \mathbb{SN}\) by Lemma 6.13 so \(\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{n} \in \mathcal{T}\) by Lemma 6.20.

Lemma 6.26. If \(t \in \mathbb{N}\), then \(\mathbb{S} \mathbb{t} \in \mathbb{N}\).

Proof. Assume that \(t \in \mathbb{N}\). This means, \(t \in \mathcal{R}\) for all \(\mathcal{R} \in \mathcal{N}\). Now we have to prove that \(\mathbb{S} \mathbb{t} \in \mathcal{R}\) for all \(\mathcal{R} \in \mathcal{N}\). But for all \(\mathcal{R} \in \mathcal{N}\) we have \(\{ \mathbb{S} \mathbb{E} \} \rightarrow \mathcal{R}\) by assumption and therefore \(\mathbb{S} \mathbb{t} \in \mathcal{R}\).

Lemma 6.27. If \(\mathcal{r} \in [\rho]\), \(\mathcal{s} \in [\mathcal{N} \rightarrow \rho \rightarrow \rho]\) and \(t \in \mathbb{N}\), then \(\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{t} \in [\rho]\).

Proof. We have \([\mathbb{N}] \in \mathcal{N}\) by Definition 6.23 so if \(t \in \mathbb{N}\), then \(\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{t} \in \mathcal{T}\) for all \(\mathcal{R} \in \mathcal{R}\), \(\mathcal{r} \in \mathcal{T}\) and \(\mathcal{s} \in [\mathcal{N}] \rightarrow \mathcal{T} \rightarrow \mathcal{T}\) by Definition 6.21. Also \([\rho] \in \mathcal{R}\) by Fact 6.21 and \([\mathbb{N} \rightarrow \rho \rightarrow \rho] = [\mathbb{N}] \rightarrow [\rho] \rightarrow [\rho]\), hence \(\mathbb{nrec} \mathcal{r} \mathcal{s} \mathcal{t} \in [\rho]\).

Theorem 6.28. Let \(x_1: \rho_1, \ldots, x_n: \rho_n; \alpha_1: \sigma_1, \ldots, \alpha_m: \sigma_m \vdash t : \tau\) such that \(r_i \in [\rho_i]\) for all \(1 \leq i \leq n\) and \(E_j \in [\sigma_j]^{\bot}\) for all \(1 \leq j \leq m\), then:

\[t[x_1 := r_1, \ldots, x_n := r_n, \alpha_1 := \alpha_1 E_1, \ldots, \alpha_m := \alpha_m E_m] \in [\tau].\]
Proof. Abbreviate $\Gamma = x_1 : \rho_1, \ldots, x_n : \rho_n$, $\Delta = \alpha_1 : \sigma_1, \ldots, \alpha_m : \sigma_m$, with $t' \equiv t[x_1 := r_1, \ldots, x_n := r_n, \alpha_1 := \alpha_1 E_1, \ldots, \alpha_m := \alpha_m E_m]$, and $c' \equiv c[x_1 := r_1, \ldots, x_n := r_n, \alpha_1 := \alpha_1 E_1, \ldots, \alpha_m := \alpha_m E_m]$. Now by mutual induction we prove that $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \tau$ implies $t' \in [\tau]$ and that $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash c : \bot$ implies $c' \in \text{SN}$.

(var) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash x : \sigma$ with $x : \sigma \in \Gamma$. Now we have $x' \in [\sigma]$ by assumption.

($\lambda$) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \lambda x : \sigma.t : \sigma \rightarrow \tau$ with $\Gamma, x : \sigma; \Delta \vdash t : \tau$. Moreover let $u \in [\rho]$ and $E \in [\tau]^{\bot}$. Now we have $t'[x := u] \in [\tau]$ by the induction hypothesis and so $E[t'[x := u]] \in \text{SN}$ by Lemma 6.20. Therefore $E[(\lambda x.t')u] \in \text{SN}$ by Lemma 6.11 and hence $(\lambda x.t')u \in [\tau]$ by Lemma 6.20 so $\lambda x.t' \in [\sigma \rightarrow \tau]$ by Definition 6.13.

(app) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash ts : \tau$ with $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \sigma \rightarrow \tau$ and $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash s : \sigma$. Now we have $t' \in [\sigma \rightarrow \tau] = [\sigma] \rightarrow [\tau]$ and $s' \in [\sigma]$ by the induction hypothesis, hence $t's' \in [\tau]$ by Definition 6.14.

(zero) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash 0 : \mathbb{N}$. Now we have $0 \in [\mathbb{N}]$ by Lemma 6.25.

(suc) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash St : \mathbb{N}$ with $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \mathbb{N}$. Now we have $t' \in [\mathbb{N}]$ by the induction hypothesis and therefore $St' \in [\mathbb{N}]$ by Lemma 6.20.

(nrec) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \text{nrec} r s t : \rho$ with $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash r : \rho$, $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash s : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \rho \rightarrow \rho$ and $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \mathbb{N}$. Now we have $r' \in [\rho]$, $s' \in [\mathbb{N} \rightarrow \rho \rightarrow \rho]$ and $t' \in [\mathbb{N}]$ by the induction hypothesis. Therefore $\text{nrec} r's' t' \in [\rho]$ by Lemma 6.27.

(act) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \mu \alpha : \rho.c : \rho$ with $\Gamma; \Delta.\alpha : \rho \vdash c : \bot$. Moreover let $E \in [\rho]^{\bot}$. Now we have $c'[\alpha := \alpha E] \in \text{SN}$ by the induction hypothesis. Hence $\mu \alpha. c'[\alpha := \alpha E] \in \text{SN}$ and therefore $E[\mu \alpha.c'] \in \text{SN}$ by Corollary 6.12 so $\mu \alpha.c' \in [\rho]$ by Lemma 6.20.

(pas) Let $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash c(t) : \bot$ with $\alpha : \sigma \in \Delta$ and $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \sigma$. Now we have $t' \in [\sigma]$ by the induction hypothesis. Also, we have a context $E \in [\sigma]^{\bot}$ by assumption. Therefore $E[t'] \in \text{SN}$ by Lemma 6.20 and so $[\alpha]E[t'] \in \text{SN}$ because $(\alpha[t']) = [\alpha]E[t']$.

\begin{corollary}
If $\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho$, then $t \in \text{SN}_A$.
\end{corollary}

Proof. We have $x_i \in [\rho_i]$ for each $x_i : \rho_i \in \Gamma$ by Lemma 6.16 and $\square \in [\sigma_j]^{\bot}$ for each $\alpha_j : \sigma_j \in \Delta$ by Fact 6.18. Therefore $t \in [\rho]$ by Theorem 6.28 and hence $t \in \text{SN}_A$ by Fact 6.24 and Lemma 6.16.

\section{Strong normalization of $\rightarrow_{AB}$}

In this section we prove that $\rightarrow_B$ is strongly normalizing and that $\rightarrow_A$-steps can be advanced. Together with strong normalization of $\rightarrow_A$ this is sufficient to prove strong normalization of $\rightarrow_{AB}$. Proving strong normalization of $\rightarrow_{AB}$...
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Lemma 6.30. For each term \( t \) we have \( t \in SN_B \).

Proof. By performing a \( \rightarrow_{\mu \eta} \) or \( \rightarrow_{\mu i} \)-reduction step on \( t \), the term \( t \) reduces strictly in its size and therefore \( \rightarrow_B \)-reduction is strongly normalizing.

Lemma 6.31. A single \( \rightarrow_A \)-reduction step can be advanced. That means, if \( t_1 \rightarrow_B t_2 \rightarrow_A t_3 \), then there is a \( t_4 \) such that the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  t_1 & \overset{B}{\longrightarrow} & t_2 \\
  A \downarrow & & \downarrow A \\
  t_4 & \overset{AB}{\longrightarrow} & t_3
\end{array}
\]

Proof. We prove this lemma by distinguishing cases on \( t_1 \rightarrow_B t_2 \) and \( t_2 \rightarrow_A t_3 \), we treat some interesting cases.

1. Let \( (\lambda x.t) \overset{r}{\longrightarrow}_B (\lambda x.t) \overset{r'}{\longrightarrow}_A \lambda x.t[x := r'] \) with \( r \rightarrow_B r' \). Now by an obvious substitution lemma we have \( t[x := r] \rightarrow_{AB} t[x := r'] \), hence the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  (\lambda x.t) & \overset{B}{\longrightarrow} & (\lambda x.t) \overset{r'}{\longrightarrow} \\
  A \downarrow & & \downarrow A \\
  t[x := r] & \overset{AB}{\longrightarrow} & t[x := r']
\end{array}
\]

2. Let \( E^s[\mu \alpha. [\alpha] \mu \beta.c] \rightarrow_B E^s[\mu \alpha. c[\beta := \alpha \Box][\alpha := \alpha E^s]] \rightarrow_A \mu \alpha.c[\beta := \alpha \Box][\alpha := \alpha E^s] \).

Now the following diagram commutes by an obvious substitution lemma.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  E^s[\mu \alpha. [\alpha] \mu \beta.c] & \overset{B}{\longrightarrow} & E^s[\mu \alpha. c[\beta := \alpha \Box]] \\
  A \downarrow & & \downarrow A \\
  \mu \alpha. [\alpha] E^s[\mu \beta.c[\alpha := \alpha E^s]] & \overset{A}{\longrightarrow} & \mu \alpha. c[\beta := \alpha \Box][\alpha := \alpha E^s]
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  \mu \alpha. [\alpha] \mu \beta.c[\alpha := \alpha E^s][\beta := \beta E^s] & \overset{B}{\longrightarrow} & \mu \alpha. c[\beta := \alpha \Box][\alpha := \alpha E^s] \\
  A \downarrow & & \downarrow A \\
  \mu \alpha. [\alpha] \mu \beta.c[\alpha := \alpha E^s][\beta := \beta E^s]
\end{array}
\]

Corollary 6.32. A single \( \rightarrow_A \)-reduction step after multiple \( \rightarrow_B \)-reduction steps can be advanced. That means, if \( t_1 \rightarrow_B t_2 \rightarrow_A t_3 \), then there is a \( t_4 \) such that the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  t_1 & \overset{B}{\longrightarrow} & t_2 \\
  A \downarrow & & \downarrow A \\
  t_4 & \overset{AB}{\longrightarrow} & t_3
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{2The Coq proof is available at http://robbertkrebbers.nl/misc/sn_commute.{v,html}}\]
Proof. The result holds by repeatedly applying Lemma 6.31 starting from right to left as the diagram indicates.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
t_1 & B & t_2 & B & t_{n-1} & B & t_n \\
t'_1 & AB & t'_2 & AB & t'_{n-1} & AB & t'_n \\
\end{array}
\]

Lemma 6.33. If \( t \in SN_A \), then \( t \in SN_{AB} \).

Proof. We prove this result by induction on the derivation of \( t \in SN_A \), so by the induction hypothesis we obtain that for each term \( t' \) with \( t \rightarrow_A t' \) we have \( t' \in SN_{AB} \). By Lemma 6.30 we have \( t \in SN_B \), hence it suffices to prove that for all reduction sequences \( t \rightarrow_B t_2 \rightarrow_A t_3 \) we have \( t_3 \in SN_{AB} \). Now by Corollary 6.32 we obtain a \( t_4 \) such that the following diagram commutes.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
t & B & t_2 \\
A & A & A \\
t_4 & AB & t_3 \\
\end{array}
\]

By the induction hypothesis we have \( t_4 \in SN_{AB} \). Therefore, since \( t_4 \rightarrow_{AB} t_3 \), we have \( t_3 \in SN_{AB} \) by Fact 6.4, so we are done.

\[\square\]

Theorem 6.34. If \( t \) is well-typed, then \( t \in SN_{AB} \).

Proof. This result follows directly from Theorem 6.33 and Corollary 6.29.

\[\square\]

7 Conclusions and further work

In this paper we have introduced the \( \lambda\mu^T \)-calculus, an extension of Parigot’s \( \lambda\mu \)-calculus to include a type of natural numbers \( \mathbb{N} \) with primitive recursion \( \text{nrec} \), à la Gödel’s \( T \). We have proven the main meta-theoretical properties and have shown that exactly the provably recursive functions in first-order arithmetic can be represented.

In order to maintain confluence and a normal form theorem the \( \lambda\mu^T \)-calculus is not a straightforward combination of the \( \lambda\mu \)-calculus and Gödel’s \( T \). Both these systems are originally call-by-name, whereas \( \lambda\mu^T \) is a call-by-name system with strict evaluation on datatypes.

In our treatment of the reduction rules in \( \lambda\mu^T \), we have observed a tension between the call-by-name features taken directly from Parigot’s original calculus, and the need to restrict the rules for the datatypes to be call-by-value. We plan to investigate a fully-fledged call-by-value version of \( \lambda\mu^T \) (see for example [OS97] Py98 for definitions of a call-by-value variant of \( \lambda\mu \)). We expect that, apart from our proof of strong normalization, most of our results will extend.
to such a system. For a proof of strong normalization we will likely experience problems related to those discussed in [DN05]. The key issue is our Lemma 6.10 which states that if \( r \in SN \) and \( E[t[x := v]] \in SN \), then \( E[(\lambda x.t)r] \in SN \). In a call-by-value variant the reduction rule \( v(\mu x.c) \to \mu x.c[x := (v\Box)] \) will complicate this because \((\lambda x.t)r\) is not solely a \( \beta \)-redex anymore.

Instead of the \( \lambda \mu \)-calculus it would be interesting to consider a system with the control operators \texttt{catch} and \texttt{throw} as primitive (see Figure 4 for the typing rules). Such a system is described by Crolard [Cro99], who proves a correspondence with \( \lambda \mu \). Herbelin [Her10] also considers a variant of such a system to define an intuitionistic logic that proves a variant of Markov’s principle.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\Gamma; \Delta, \alpha : \rho \vdash t : \rho}{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \texttt{catch}_\alpha t : \rho} & \quad \frac{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash t : \rho}{\Gamma; \Delta \vdash \texttt{throw}_\alpha t : \tau}
\end{align*}
\]

(a) catch \hspace{2cm} (b) throw

Figure 4: The typing rules for the primitives \texttt{catch} and \texttt{throw}.

The further reaching goal would be to define a dependently typed \( \lambda \)-calculus with datatypes and control operators that allows program extraction from classical proofs. In such a calculus one can write specifications of programs, which can then be proven using classical logic. The extraction mechanism would then extract a program from such a proof, where the classical reasoning steps are extracted to control operators. This would yield programs-with-control that are correct by construction because they are extracted from a proof of the specification. This would extend the well-known extraction method for constructive proofs, see [PM89] for example, to classical proofs.

This goal is particularly useful to obtain provably correct algorithms where the use of control operators would really pay off (for example if a lot of backtracking is involved). See [CGU00] for applications to classical search algorithms. The work of Makarov [Mak06] may also be useful here, as it gives ways to optimize program extraction to make it feasible for practical programming.
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